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Abstract
This paper considers the prescribed zero scalar curvature and mean curvature problem on
the n-dimensional Euclidean ball for nX3: We consider the limits of solutions of the
regularization obtained by decreasing the critical exponent. We characterize those subcritical
solutions which blow-up at the least possible energy level, determining the points at which they
can concentrate, and their Morse indices. We show that when n ¼ 3 this is the only blow-up
which can occur for solutions. We use this in combination with the Morse inequalities for the
subcritical problem to obtain a general existence theorem for the prescribed zero scalar
curvature and mean curvature on the three-dimensional Euclidean ball. In the higher-
dimensional case nX4; we give conditions on the function h to guarantee there is only one
simple blow-up point.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let ðMn; g0Þ be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with boundary. A natural
question in Riemannian geometry is given a function h : @Mn-R; is there a scalar
ﬂat metric g conformally related to the metric g0 such that h is the mean curvature
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of @Mn with respect to the metric g ? The existence theory for this question has been
developed by the ﬁrst author on a compact manifold which is not conformally
equivalent to the Euclidean ball in a series of papers [E1,E2,E3]. In this paper we
address this question on the unit ball in the n-dimensional Euclidean space ðBn; dijÞ;
with nX3: This is equivalent to the problem of ﬁnding a positive smooth function
u : Bn-R which satisﬁes the equations
Du ¼ 0 in Bn;
@u
@Z
þ n  2
2




where q ¼ n
n2: If we set g ¼ u4=n2dij; the ﬁrst equation says that the scalar curvature
of the metric g vanishes, and the second equation asserts that h is the mean curvature
of @Bn with respect to the metric g: It follows from the maximum principle that
h being positive somewhere is a necessary condition for solving the problem. The
ﬁrst author in [E3] found an obstruction of the Kazdan–Warner type condition to
solving our problem. This condition states that for any conformal Killing vector ﬁeld
X on @Bn Z
@Bn
X  rh dsg ¼ 0;
where dsg represents the Riemannian measure on @Bn induced by the metric g: Thus,
we cannot expect to answer the question afﬁrmatively for a general h (see [E3,
Remark 4.6]).
An important feature of this problem is that it is a conformal invariant one. More
precisely, if u is a solution of equations (1.1) then for any conformal map F : Bn-Bn
the function aF ðuÞ ¼ jF 0j
n2
2 u 3 F is a solution to problem (1.1) with mean curvature
h 3 F :
The ﬁrst result in this problem is the description of the moduli space of solutions
to problem (1.1) when h ¼ 1: This result obtained by Escobar [E1] states that any
solution to problem (1.1) with h ¼ 1 and q ¼ n
n2 has the form aF ð1Þ; where
F :Bn-Bn is a conformal map. This result is fundamental for our work.
When h is non-constant, existence theorems have been proved previously by
several authors. In Escobar [E3] showed that when h is positive somewhere and is
invariant under a non-trivial group of isometries of @Bn acting without ﬁxed points
and at a global maximum point of the function h; say P; rkhðPÞ ¼ 0 for k ¼
1;y; n  2; then our question has an afﬁrmative answer. Chang et al. [CXY] showed
that if h is a smooth positive function such that at each critical point Q of the
function h; DhðQÞa0; then if h is close to the constant function in the sup norm and
the degree of the map y-
R
@Bn h 3 Fy ds; where Fy is a dilation in stereographic
coordinates, at the origin is not zero then there exist a solution to equations (1.1).
Ma [M] found more solutions for some special non-Morse functions. The regularity
theory for problem (1.1) asserts that any H1-weak solution is in fact smooth. This
was proved by Cherrier [C].
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In this paper we use the so-called Yamabe method, which consists in studying ﬁrst
the subcritical problem (1.1) where 1oqo n
n2; and then consider the limit of the
solutions when qm n
n2: A main result of this paper is to determine exactly how many
solutions of a given Morse index are lost via ‘‘simple’’ blow-up (i.e. the solution u
satisﬁes that aF ðuÞ is close to the function 1 for some conformal transformation
F :Bn-Bn) as the exponent q tends to the critical exponent n
n2: We do this in all
dimensions nX3 under the assumption that h is a positive Morse function with non-
zero Laplacian at its critical points. The precise statement is given in Theorem 3.13.
If one extremizes the functional
R
@Bn hg dsg where hg represents the mean curvature
of @Bn with respect to the metric g; over the space of scalar ﬂat metrics of the form
g ¼ u 4n2dij ; under the constrain
R
@Bn h dsg ¼ 1 then Theorem 3.13 says that the
number of solutions of Morse index m which are lost via simple blow-up coincides
with the number Dm which is the number of critical points of the function h on @B
n at
which the Laplacian of h is negative and for which the Morse index of h is m:
A second main result of the paper says that when n ¼ 3; 4 or when nX5 and the
function h at its critical points vanishes up to n  2 order then the only possible
blow-up is simple. When n ¼ 3 or when nX4 and the function h at its critical points
vanishes up to order m with m4ðn  2Þ we actually show that there is at most
one possible blow-up point. As a consequence we obtain strong existence theorems
when n ¼ 3:
This work is motivated by the work of Schoen and Zhang [SZ] on the prescribed
scalar curvature problem on the n-dimensional sphere Sn; nX3 where they prove
similar results. In fact our method parallels that of [SZ]. In understanding their paper
we found a gap in the proof of Theorem 2.4 in [SZ], and the method we use in this
problem also works to correct their proof. Our problem exhibits different features
than the scalar curvature problem.
In Section 2 we get a priori estimates (Propositions 2.6 and 2.7) concerning the
blow-up of solutions of problem
Du ¼ 0 in Bn;
@u
@Z
þ n  2
2









Here ds ¼ dsdij and sn1 represents the volume of the ðn  1Þ-dimensional unit








u2 ds ¼ Eð1Þ:
A speciﬁc consequence of our results concerning the a priori estimates is the
statement that any smooth positive function h can be approximated in the C0;b norm,
where 0obo1; by functions which are the mean curvature of metrics of the
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form u
4
n2dij which are scalar ﬂat. One should compare this result with the one
obtained by Chang–Yang–Xu mentioned above.
In Section 3 we study the functional Jq; acting on the space of functionsNa which
consists of those functions with EðuÞ ¼ Eð1Þ and such that are within a distance to a
solution to Eqs. (1.1) with h ¼ 1: In order to do that, we deﬁne the map F : Bn-Na
by FðyÞ ¼ aFyð1Þ where Fy : Bn-Bn is the conformal map that satisﬁes Fyð0Þ ¼ y and
ﬁx the points 7 yjyj: We consider the map Jq : B
n-R deﬁned by Jq ¼ Jq 3F: For q
near the critical exponent the only critical points near @Bn of the map Jq are localized
near to those critical points of the function h where its Laplacian is negative.
Therefore when we let q tend to the critical exponent the functional %J n
n2
has no
critical points near @Bn: This is Proposition 3.2. In order to prove that we compare
Jq to the respective functional when h ¼ 1; we call it vqðyÞ: A major difference
between our problem and the one with prescribed scalar curvature is that the




n ¼ 3) while the corresponding ones for the prescribed scalar curvature do. Once we
have localized the critical points of Jq near the boundary we ﬁnd a family of
solutions to problem (1.2) lying in the space Na which are parametrized in the
variable y for y near a critical point of Jq: In order to do that we ﬁnd a family of
solutions uyeNa; for y near a critical point of Jq; and then one perturbs this solution
to get it into the space. This approach is different that the one in [SZ] where they
attempt to do it in one step and here is where their argument appears to be
incomplete since their mapT is not invertible. More precisely, we ﬁnd a solution u˜y
to the problem
Du ¼ 0 in Bn;
@u
@Z
þ n  2
2
u ¼ n  2
2
sn1 %JqðyÞ1huq ds on @Bn;
8<: ð1:3Þ
of the form u˜y ¼ aFyð1þ gyÞ with gy small and y close to a critical point of Jq: Then
we perturb the function u˜y and consider the function uy ¼ Lyu˜y in order to achieve
that EðuyÞ ¼ Eð1Þ which implies that uyANa: For y near a critical point of Jq we
deﬁne the map J˜qðyÞ ¼ JqðuyÞ and show that these two functions Jq and J˜q are close
in the C2-norm. Appealing to the Inverse Function Theorem (as claimed in [SZ])
does not seem enough to yield this conclusion. To show that J˜qðyÞ  %JqðyÞ is small,
we need to show that the functions gy and Ly  1 and their ﬁrst and second
derivatives are small. They are not small enough in the Lp sense but their integrals
are. In fact we use the structure of Eq. (1.3) (this does not seems to be true for
Eq. (1.2)) and the fact that the functions gy; Ly  1; and the ﬁrst a second derivatives
change sign. Since the functions J˜qðyÞ and %JqðyÞ are close we are able to show that
the function J˜qðyÞ has a unique critical point close to the critical point of %JqðyÞ
and that their Morse index at the respectively critical points are equal. This
critical point becomes a solution to problem (1.1). Moreover any solution of
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problem (1.1) in Na; for a small, comes from a critical point of J˜q and from here
Theorem 3.13 follows.
In Section 4 one of the main results says that for n ¼ 3; 4 or when nX5 and the
function h vanishes at its critical points up to n  2 order, the only possible blow-up
is simple. These are Theorems 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. When n ¼ 3 or when na4
and h satisﬁes that at its critical points the function vanishes up to m order with
m4ðn  2Þ we show that there is at most one point of blow-up. This is Theorem
4.12. In this part of the paper we develop similar techniques for our problem as the
ones developed by Schoen [S] and later reﬁned by Zhang [Zh], Schoen and Zhang
[SZ], Li [L], and others for the prescribed scalar curvature problem on Sn: The blow-
up analysis in the three-dimensional case has been obtained independently by Felli
and Ahmedou [FA]. Theorem 4.12 together with Theorem 3.13 completely determine
the blow-up when q-3 in the three-dimensional case (see Proposition 4.13).
In Section 5 we use the results of Sections 3 and 4 to obtain strong existence
theorems on @B3: Under the additional assumption on h that it is a regular value of
the mean curvature map we completely determine the blow-up on approach to the
critical exponent and obtain strong existence theorems. In fact in Theorem 5.2, under












where Cm is the number of solutions of mean curvature h with Morse index m and Dm
is deﬁned above. In particular the number of solutions of problem (2.1) with q ¼ 3 is
bounded below by NðhÞ where
NðhÞ ¼ j1 D0 þ D1j:
Without the assumption that h is a regular value of the mean curvature map, we
show in Theorem 5.3 that if D0  D1a1; then there is at least one solution of
problem (1.2). If D0  D141 then there exists a solution of problem (1.2) with Morse
index at most 1.
2. A priori estimates for subcritical solutions
Let Bn be the unit ball in the n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn; with nX3: Let
h : @Bn-R be a smooth function, and consider the problem of ﬁnding a function
u : Bn-Rþ which satisﬁes
Du ¼ 0 in Bn;
@u
@Z
þ n  2
2
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where qAð1; n
n2 and Z denotes the outward normal unit vector. When q ¼ nn2 this
equation has the geometric meaning that the scalar curvature of the metric u4=n2dij
vanishes on Bn; and the mean curvature of @Bn with respect to the metric u4=n2dij is
the function h: Here dij represents the Euclidean metric on Bn: After multiplying the
function u by a suitable constant, we can rewrite Eqs. (2.1) as
Du ¼ 0 in Bn;
@u
@Z
þ n  2
2










and ds represents the standard volume form on Sn1: This normalization guarantees
that












For a conformal transformation F : Bn-Bn; we deﬁne
aF ðuÞ ¼ jðF1Þ0j
n2
2 u 3 F1;
where jðF1Þ0j denotes the linear stretch factor of the conformal transformation F1:
The conformal transformations which ﬁx the origin 0ABn are precisely the rotations.
If F is not a rotation there exists a unique point yABn such that Fð0Þ ¼ y: There is a
special conformal transformation Fy : B
n-Bn which maps 0 to y and which
commutes with rotations about the line joining the origin and the point y: This map
Fy is referred to as a centered dilation. Up to a rotation we can assume that y ¼
ð0;y; 0; ynÞ: In this case Fy ¼ S1 3Db 3 S where DbðxÞ ¼ bx; bAR; the function
S : Bn  fð0?0;1Þg-Rnþ; where Rnþ denotes the upper half n-dimension Euclidean
space is deﬁned as S ¼ T2 3 I2 3 T1 where Taðx1; ::; xnÞ ¼ ðx1;y; xn1; xn þ aÞ; and
IR is the inversion map x-
R2x
jxj2 : More precisely,
Sðx1;y; xnÞ ¼ 4 %xj %xj2 þ ð1þ xnÞ2
;
2ð1 x2n  j %xj2Þ
j %xj2 þ ð1þ xnÞ2
 !
where %x ¼ ðx1;y; xn1Þ: Observe that when jxj ¼ 1
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Thus the map Sj@Bnfð0;y;0;1Þg is the stereographic projection. However, in the rest
of this paper we will use as the stereographic projection the map 1
2
S:
The inverse function of S is
S1ðx1;y; xnÞ ¼ 4 %xj %xj2 þ ð2þ xnÞ2
;
4 jxj2
j %xj2 þ ð2þ xnÞ2
 !
:
When xn ¼ 0 then
S1ð %x; 0Þ ¼ 4 %xj %xj2 þ 4
;
4 j %xj2
j %xj2 þ 4
 !
is the inverse of the stereographic projection from the south pole of the sphere.
Therefore,
Fyðx1;y; xnÞ ¼ B1ð4bA %x; ðA2  4b2j %xj2  b2ð1 jxj2ÞÞ;
where A ¼ j %xj2 þ ð1þ xnÞ2 and B ¼ 4b2j %xj2 þ ½A þ bð1 jxj2Þ2: Since Fyð0Þ ¼ y we
ﬁnd that b ¼ 1jyj
1þjyj when ynX0 and b ¼ 1þjyj1jyj if ynp0: Through this paper we use the
convention that when b is large we call it l and when b is small we call it m: Observe
that F1y ¼ Fy: It is easy to check that for xA@Bn;
jðFyÞ0jðxÞ ¼ 1 jyj
2
jy þ xj2:
For a a small positive real number, we let Na be the set of all non-negative
functions in the Sobolev space H2;pðBnÞ; with p4n
2
and satisfying that EðuÞ ¼ Eð1Þ
and jjaFyðuÞ  1jjH2;pðBnÞoa for some conformal transformation Fy: A function
uANa that solves problem (2.2) and for which F1y has large derivative at its source
will be thought of as approximating ‘‘simple blow-up’’. In this section we will ﬁnd
some a priori estimates for solutions of Eqs. (2.2).
It is easy to see that if u is a solution of problem (2.2) then JqðuÞXC for some
positive constant C: We now ﬁnd our ﬁrst estimate.
Proposition 2.1. Let u be a solution of problem (2.2). Then there exists a constant
C40 independent of u; such that
C1=dpupC1=d;
where d ¼ n
n2  q:
Proof. Let %u ¼ maxfuðxÞ : xABng: Since u is harmonic, the maximum is achieved
at a boundary point. Take rectangular coordinates so that the maximum is
achieved at the point ð0;y; 0; 1Þ: The conformal transformation S1 :Rnþ-Bn 
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fð0;y; 0;1Þg; take Eqs. (2.2) into the equations
Dv ¼ 0 in Rnþ;
@v
@Z




where bh : @Rnþ-R is a smooth function and t ¼ sn1  ðJqðuÞÞ1: Observe that for
some positive constants C1 and C2;
n2
2
tbhpC1 and %v ¼ vð0Þ ¼ C2 %u; where %v is the
maximum of v in Rnþ: Set vaðxÞ ¼ a1=q1vðaxÞ ða40Þ: Then,
DvaðxÞ ¼ 0 in Rnþ;
@va
@Z




We let a be such that 1 ¼ vað0Þ: Hence a ¼ %vðq1Þ and vaðxÞp1: Let Bþr ¼
Brð0Þ-Rnþ; where Brð0Þ is the Euclidean ball with center at 0 and radius r: We now


































































which implies the upper estimate in our proposition.
Now let uð
%
pÞ ¼ minBn u ¼ min@Bn u: Using the Harnack inequality up to the
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On the other hand,
n  2
2































Combining inequality (2.3) and estimate (2.4) we get the lower estimate in our
proposition. &
Let SL be the set of solutions to problem (2.2) for some qAð1; nn2 and some
hAð0;L: A direct consequence of Proposition 2.1 is the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2. If uASL then there exists a constant C depending only on L such that
max@Bn hgpC; where hg is the mean curvature of @Bn with respect to the metric
g ¼ u4=n2dij:
In the next lemma we give an estimate of the blow-up rate of the subcritical solutions.





2 ; d ¼ n
n  2 q;
where C is independent of u and d:
Proof. Let u be a solution of problem (2.2). Then H ¼ thud is the mean curvature
of the metric %g ¼ u4=n2dij on Bn: Escobar in [E2] shows that for any conformal
killing vector ﬁeld X on @Bn Z
@Bn
X  rH d %s ¼ 0;
where d %s represents the riemannian measure on @Bn induced by the metric %g: Hence


























hX  rðuqþ1Þ ds:
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The Divergence Theorem implies thatZ
@Bn
ðdiv XÞhuqþ1 ds ¼ 
Z
@Bn
uqþ1X  rh ds
Z
@Bn
hX  rðuqþ1Þ ds;
thus









ðdiv XÞhuqþ1 ds: ð2:5Þ
On the other hand, since uANa; Morrey’s Inequality implies
ð1 CaÞ
2ðn1Þ
n2 pjðF1Þ0jn1ðu 3 F1Þðqþ1Þþdoð1þ CaÞ
2ðn1Þ
n2 ; ð2:6Þ
where F ¼ F1y for some yABn: From this and Proposition 2.1, we have that
C1jF 0jn1puqþ1pC2jF 0jn1; for some positive constants C1 and C2:
Let x1; x2;y; xn denote rectangular coordinates of Rn chosen so that the
maximum of jF 0j is achieved at the point ð0;y; 0; 1Þ: Consider the vector ﬁeld X on
@Bn deﬁned by X ¼ rxn; then div X ¼ Dxn ¼ ðn  1Þxn: Since the function xn
and the function h are positive in the upper hemisphere, we see thatZ
@Bn
hðdiv XÞuqþ1 dsXC0 ð2:7Þ
for some positive constant C0:




jF 0jn1jjX jjgjjrhjjg ds; ð2:8Þ
where g represents the standard metric on Sn1 ¼ @Bn:









g ¼ 4ð1þ jxj2Þ2
Xn1
i¼1
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Since jjrhjjgpC; the change of coordinate y ¼ lx gives usZ
@Bn









ð1þ jyj2Þn1 ¼ Cl
1:
Combining this result with inequality (2.8), we get lpCd1: Finally we use
inequality (2.9) to obtain the conclusion of our Lemma. &
The proof of the following lemma is the same as the proof of Lemma 1.2 in [SZ].
Lemma 2.4. Let vAH2;pðBnÞ; with p4n
2
; be such that jjv  1jjH2;pðBnÞpa: If a is small
then there exists a conformal transformation Fy : ðBn; Sn1Þ-ðBn; Sn1Þ near the
identity, with jyjpCa; such that for i ¼ 1; 2;y; n we haveZ
@Bn
aFyðvÞxi ds ¼ 0:
Using Lemma 2.4, we may require the function aF ðuÞj@Bn ; where F ¼ Fy for some
yABn; to be perpendicular to the functions xi on @BnCRn; those functions are the
null space of the differential operator L : CNð@BnÞ-CNð@BnÞ which is deﬁned for
fACNð@BnÞ by Lf ¼ @uf@Z  uf ; where ufACNðBnÞ is the unique solution of
Du ¼ 0 in Bn;
u ¼ f on @Bn:

If u solves problem (2.2) and v ¼ aF ðuÞ then v satisﬁes
Dv ¼ 0 in Bn;
@v
@Z
þ n  2
2
v ¼ n  2
2
tjðF1Þ0jn22 dðh 3 F1Þvq on @Bn;
8<: ð2:10Þ
where t ¼ sn1ð
R
@Bn hu
qþ1Þ1: In order to ﬁnd a solution of Eq. (2.10) that is close to
one, we write v ¼ 1þ g: Then g satisﬁes the problem
Dg ¼ 0 in Bn;
Lgþ QðgÞ ¼ n  2
2
ða  1Þð1þ gÞ nn2 on @Bn;
8<: ð2:11Þ
where
a ¼ tjðF1Þ0jn22 dh 3 F1vd;
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and




ð1þ gÞ nn2  1 n
n  2 g
h i
:
The following estimate will be used to improve the bound of u given in Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.5. Let g be a solution of Eq. (2.11). Then for 1proðn  1Þ2:
jjgjjr;@BnpCðl1 þ djlog djÞ;
where C does not depend on g:
Proof. In order to prove our lemma ﬁrst recall that the Sobolev trace inequality says
that for ropðn1Þ
np we have that jjgjj0;r;@BnpCjjgjj1;p;Bn : Therefore our lemma follows if
for pon  1:
jjgjj1;p;BnpCðl1 þ djlog djÞ:
The last estimate is a consequence of the following two claims.
Claim 1. jjgjj1;p;BnpCjjLgjj0;p;@Bn ; where C is a constant independent of g:
Claim 2. If pon  1; then jj1 ajj0;p;@BnpCðl1 þ djlog djÞ:


























where the g.l.b. is taken over all uACNðBnÞ which equal w on @Bn:




Suppose, by contradiction, that our claim does not hold. Then we can ﬁnd a
sequence fgcgNc¼1CH1;pðBnÞ satisfying problem (2.11) such that each gcj@Bn is
orthogonal to the ﬁrst eigenfunctions of Sn1; satisfying that jjgcjj1;p;Bn ¼ 1 and
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jjLgcjj0;p;@Bnp1c: Since the embedding from H1;pðBnÞ into H1;pðBnÞ is compact, we
can assume that fgcg is a Cauchy sequence in H1;pðBnÞ: From inequality (2.12) we
have
jjgc  gmjj1;p;BnpC½jjLðgc  gmÞjj0;p;@Bn þ jjgm  gcjj1;p;Bn ;
which goes to zero as c and m go to inﬁnity. Therefore fgcg is a Cauchy sequence in
H1;pðBnÞ: Hence gc-%gAH1;pðBnÞ and jj%gjj1;p;Bn ¼ 1: Moreover D%g ¼ 0 and L%g ¼ 0;





gc  xi ds-
Z
@Bn
%g  xi ds;
implying that %gj@Bn is orthogonal to the vectorial space generated for the ﬁrst
eigenfunctions of Sn1 and therefore %gj@Bn  0 and hence %g ¼ 0 in Bn: This
contradicts jj%gjj1;p;Bn ¼ 1 and hence our claim is valid. &
Proof of Claim 2. Let us choose coordinates so that the north pole N is the point at
which jF 0j is maximum and let us assume, without loss of generality, that hðNÞ ¼ 1:
We write
j1 aj ¼ j1 h 3 F1 þ h 3 F1ð1 tÞ þ ðh 3 F1Þtð1 jðF1Þ0jn22 dÞ
þ ðh 3 F1ÞtjðF1Þ0jn22 dð1 vdÞj
and we estimate each term on the right-hand side of the above equality.
Firstly, we show that
j1 jðF1Þ0jn22 djpCdjlog dj ð2:13Þ
for some constant C independent on q: On the one hand, the proof of Proposition












On the other hand, since uANa re-writing inequality (2.6) we obtain
u1ð1 CaÞojðF1Þ0jn22 oð1þ CaÞu1:
Using this and letting %u ¼ maxBn u we ﬁnd
%u
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Thus using Lemma 2.3 and inequality (2.14) we ﬁnd that there exist positive




dð1 CaÞdojðF1Þ0jn22 doCd2ð1þ CaÞddðn1Þd;
from which inequality (2.13) follows. A similar argument shows that
j1 vdjpCdjlog dj:
Secondly, we show that j1 tjpCl1 þ Cdjlog dj: In order to see that consider the
inequality
j1 tjp t 
R
















  ¼ Z
@Bn
















Since uANa and inequality (2.13) imply thatZ
@Bn
hðjF 0jn1  uqþ1Þ ds ¼
Z
@Bn
h 3 F1ð1 uqþ1 3 F1jðF1Þ0jn1Þ dspCdjlog dj:
Thirdly, we estimate the ﬁrst term in the expression for j1 aj: Taylor’s Theorem
implies
jj1 h 3 F1jjp0;p;@Bn ¼
Z
Rn1










provided that pon  1: Consequently for pon  1:
jj1 ajj0;p;@BnpCðl1 þ djlog djÞ:
This concludes the proof of Claim 2 and Lemma 2.5. &
In the next proposition we give an a priori estimate for solutions to Eqs. (2.2).
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Cðdjlog djÞ14 when n ¼ 3;
8<:
where d ¼ n
n2  q:
Proof. Let x1;y; xn be rectangular coordinates in Rn chosen so that the north pole





X  rhuqþ1 ds
 :
A change of variables and the fact that aF ðuÞ ¼ v ¼ 1þ g yieldsZ
@Bn
X  rhuqþ1 ds ¼
Z
@Bn








fðX  rhÞ 3 F1 þ ðX  rhÞ 3 F1ðvqþ1  1Þ
þ ðX  rhÞ 3 F1vqþ1ðjðF1Þ0jn22 d  1Þg ds: ð2:15Þ
Using Ho¨lder’s inequality and inequality (2.13) we ﬁnd thatZ
@Bn
X  rhuqþ1 ds
 p Z
@Bn























¼ 1: Using stereographic coordinates we easily get that if 1pro2;
Z
@Bn





Using this and Lemma 2.5 we ﬁnd that
Z
@Bn










pCl1ðl1 þ djlog djÞ: ð2:16Þ
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Using inequality 2.15 again yieldsZ
@Bn
X  rhuqþ1 ds
 p Z
@Bn
ðX  rhÞ 3 F1 ds
 
þ Cl1ðl1 þ djlog djÞ: ð2:17Þ
To estimate the integral on the right-hand side of inequality (2.17) we take
stereographic coordinates x1; x2;y; xn1 to ﬁndZ
@Bn



















ð1þ jxj2Þn1 dx: ð2:18Þ























ð1þ jxj2Þn1 dx ¼ 0: ð2:19Þ
Therefore, we haveZ
@Bn

















Thus when nX4 we take R ¼N and when n ¼ 3 we take R ¼ l to getZ
@Bn
ðX  rhÞ 3 F1 ds
 p Cl2 when nX4;
Cl2 logðlÞ when n ¼ 3:
(
Combining this with the previous inequalities, we obtain
dpCl2 log lþ Cl1djlog dj;
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where the log l term only appears when n ¼ 3: If lXd1=2 this gives





and if d is so small that Cd1=2 log 1dp12; then we get dpCl2 log l when n ¼ 3
otherwise dpCl2: Our Proposition 2.6 now follows from inequality (2.9). &
Proposition 2.7. Let u be a solution of problem (2.2) in Na; with a sufficiently small.
Assume h is a Morse function with Dha0 at each critical point. Given E40; there exist
a40 and a critical point x of h such that any maximum point of u is within an E-







Cðdjlog djÞ14 when n ¼ 3
8<:
for all d ¼ n
n2  qpa:
Proof. Let X be a vector ﬁeld (a translation in stereographic coordinates) which is
equal to the unit vector in the direction of rh at the maximum point %x of jF 0j and
which has a single zero at the antipodal point. Suppose that jrhjð%xÞ4E0 for some
E040; then for d small we haveZ
@Bn
ðX  rhÞuqþ1 dsXCE0 for some C40: ð2:20Þ
In stereographic coordinates X ¼Pn1i¼1 ðxi þ aiÞ @@xi; thus if ðy1;y; ynÞ are rectan-
gular coordinates on Bn;






Hence there exists a C040 such thatZ
@Bn
divðX Þhuqþ1 dsXC0: ð2:21Þ
Inequalities (2.20) and (2.21) contradict identity (2.5) and so jrhjð%xÞpE0 for some
E040: Since h is a Morse function, any point x for which jrhðxÞjpE0 is within a CE0-
neighborhood of a critical point of h: Therefore, %xmust be near a critical point of h if
d is small. In particular we have Dhð%xÞa0: Let us assume now that %x ¼ N is the north
pole, and take now X ¼ ryn: Using the fact that jrhjðNÞ is small, we can improve
our estimates. In particular we have
jt  1jpCE0l1 þ cdjlog dj;
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and
jj1 h 3 F1jjLpð@BnÞpCE0l1 ð2:22Þ
for 1ppon  1; where E0 can be chosen as small as we wish by taking d sufﬁciently
small. Using estimates (2.22) we can argue as in Lemma 2.5 to get that for
1proðn  1Þ2;
jjgjj0;r;@BnpCðE0l1 þ djlog djÞ: ð2:23Þ
Using a change of variable and the same argument as to get equality (2.15) we obtainZ
@Bn
ðX  rhÞuqþ1 ds ¼
Z
@Bn








ðX  rhÞ 3 F1jF 0jn22 dððq þ 1Þgþ QðgÞÞ ds: ð2:24Þ
Identity (2.5) and the Sobolev embedding theorem implyZ
@Bn




Using equality (2.24), Ho¨lder’s inequality in the third integral on the right-hand side




ðX  rhÞ 3 F1 dspCdþ CE0l2 þ Cl1d log 1d: ð2:26Þ






























ð1þ jxj2Þn1 þ I1ðR; lÞ;
where
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ð1þ jxj2Þn1 þ I1ðR; lÞ:











This and equality (2.18) yieldsZ
@Bn















Combining equality (2.27) and inequality (2.26) yields
l2Dhð0ÞC1ðRÞpCdþ CE0l2 þ Cl1djlog dj þ Cl1R2n:
If Dhð0Þ ¼ DhðNÞo0; then for E0 small and l large and R ¼ l this implies l2pCd
when nX4 and l2 log lpCd when n ¼ 3: These two estimates and inequality (2.9)
imply our proposition. To ﬁnish our proof we only have to show that Dð0Þo0:
Recall that our assumption on h is that DhðNÞa0 since N is near a critical point of
h: Thus using equality (2.24) and then equality (2.5) and the estimate (2.26) we
get that Z
@Bn
ðX  rhÞ 3 F1p Cdþ CE0l2 þ Cl1d log 1d:
The equality (2.27) now implies
l2Dhð0ÞC1ðRÞp Cdþ CE0l2 þ Cl1djlog dj þ Cl1R2n:
In Proposition 2.6 we showed that dpCl2 log l which implies that Dhð0Þo0: &
A consequence of the previous estimates is the following density result.
Proposition 2.8. Any smooth non-negative function on @Bn can be approximated in the
C0;b norm, where 0obo1; by a sequence of smooth positive functions which are the
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Proof. Let h be a positive function and 1oqo n
n2: Since the embedding
H1;2ðBnÞ-Lqð@BnÞ is compact it is standard to show that there exists a smooth










n2; and ui be minimizing solutions of problem (2.28) with q ¼ qi: After
multiplying the function ui by a suitable constant it satisﬁes equation (2.1) with
q ¼ qi: If the sequence fuig is uniformly bounded then it converges to a solution of
Eqs. (2.1) with q ¼ n
n2: If they are not we assume without lost of generality that the
maximum of the function h is achieved at the point N ¼ ð0;y; 0; 1Þ and the







i dij satisfy viðNÞ ¼ 1: The functions vi satisfy the equations
Dvi ¼ 0 in Bn;
@vi
@Z
þ n  2
2
vi ¼ n  2
2






where di ¼ nn2  qi: Since uiðNÞ-N when i-N we get h 3 FyðxÞ goes to hðNÞ for
xaS ¼ ð0;y; 0;1Þ: Standard elliptic estimates imply that vi-V in the C2-norm
where V is a solution to the problem
DV ¼ 0 in Bn;
@V
@Z
þ n  2
2
V ¼ n  2
2
hðNÞV nn2 on @Bn:
8<:
A Theorem of Escobar [E1] says that V ¼ aF ð1Þ where F : Bn-Bn is a conformal
map. Thus the functions vi-1 in the C
2-norm. The above argument implies that the
functions uiANa for a small and for qi close to nn2: Now let wi ¼ aFiðuiÞ where wi is
close to 1 in the H2;p-norm. The metric gi ¼ w
4
n2
i dij satisﬁes that its scalar curvature
vanishes on Bn and the mean curvature of the boundary is hgi ¼ h 3 F1i ðui 3 F1i Þdi :
Corollary 2.2 asserts that the sequence hgi is uniformly bounded. Elliptic regularity
theory implies that the functions wi are uniformly bounded in the C
0;b-norm. Using




and ðF1i Þ0Bðdijlog dijÞ
1
2 when n ¼ 3: Thus wiBd
2n
4
i uiðF1i Þ when nX4 and
wiBðdijlog dijÞ
2n
4 uiðF1i Þ when n ¼ 3: Therefore ui ¼ aF1i ðwiÞ are uniformly
bounded in the C0 norm. Elliptic theory imply that the sequence is uniformly
bounded in the C0;b norm. Hence the mean curvature functions hudii converge to h in
the C0;b-norm. &
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3. Least energy blow-up solutions
In order to understand how many solutions of (2.2) blow-up as q- n
n2; we letS to
be the set of all functions uAH1;2ðBnÞ satisfying that EðuÞ ¼ Eð1Þ; uX0 almost
everywhere on Bn; as well as on @Bn: Let us consider a conformal transformation
F :Bn-Bn and the linear transformation aF : H1;2ðBnÞ-H1;2ðBnÞ given by aF ðuÞ ¼
jðF1Þ0jn22 u 3 F1; where jðF1Þ0j denotes the linear stretch factor of the conformal
transformation F1: It has been shown in [E4] that if g ¼ u 4n2dij; then









where Rg; hg; dvg and dsg represent the scalar curvature of Bn; the mean curvature of
@Bn; the Riemannian measure on M and the induced Riemannian measure on @Bn
respectively; calculated with respect to the metric g: Since





n2dij and ðaF ðuÞÞ
4
n2dij are isometric and therefore they have the same
total scalar curvature and total mean curvature. Therefore
EðaF ðuÞÞ ¼ EðuÞ
for all smooth positive functions u: From here is easy to check that the above
equality holds for all smooth functions not necessarily positive ones. Therefore aF is
an isometry of the Hilbert Space H1;2ðBnÞ with square norm given by Eð; Þ: In
particular aF preserves the set SCH1;2ðBnÞ:
We deﬁne the map F : Bn-S by
FðyÞ ¼ ay :¼ aFyð1Þ ¼ jðF1y Þ0j
n2
2 :
Recall that for xA@Bn;



















If u is a critical point of JqðÞ onS; then a multiple of u satisﬁes problem (2.1). Let us
deﬁne Jq : B
n-R and %J : Bn-R to be
Jq ¼ Jq 3F and %J ¼ J 3F:
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Our strategy will be to determine the critical points yjq of Jq which diverge to @B
n as
qm n
n2; and then to show by a perturbation argument that each of these yjq
determines a unique critical point of Jq which is close to ayjq :
In order to do estimates on the functions JqðyÞ we ﬁrst observe that they satisfy a
simple differential equation.
Proposition 3.1. The functions Jq : B
n-R are eigenfunctions of the Laplacian with
respect to the hyperbolic metric %g ¼ 4ð1jyj2Þ2 dij ; with corresponding eigenvalues
lq ¼ dðq þ 1Þðn22 Þ2; where d ¼ 2ðn1Þn2  ðq þ 1Þ:









and a ¼ n22ðn1Þ ðq þ 1Þ: It is well known that D %gKðyÞ ¼ 0: Thus,













hKa ds ¼ lqJqðyÞ: & ð3:1Þ
We remark that the function %J is a harmonic function on the hyperbolic space and
its boundary values are given by sn1h: One of the goals of this section is to describe
the behavior of the critical points of the function Jq near @B
n: In order to do that we






The function vq is positive and radially symmetric. Applying Proposition 3.1 with the
function h ¼ 1 we see that vq is an eigenfunction on Bn with corresponding
eigenvalue lq ¼ dðq þ 1Þðn22 Þ2: Moreover vq ¼ sn1 for q ¼ nn2: Let us deﬁne nowbJq ¼ v1q Jq:
Observe that for nX4 the functions bJq are uniformly bounded in the C2ðBnÞ norm,
and that they agree with h on @Bn: In addition to this we have that limqm n
n2
bJq ¼
ðsn1Þ1h; where the convergence is in the C2ðBnÞ norm.
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The following proposition describes the behavior of the function Jq near @B
n:
Proposition 3.2. Let nX3: Assume that the critical points of h are non-degenerate and
that Dha0 at each critical point. Let x1; x2;y; xkA@Bn be the critical points of h at
which Dh is negative. Then there exist r0Að0; 1Þ and q0Að1; nn2Þ such that for
qAðq0; nn2Þ; Jq has exactly k critical points in fy : r0pjyjo1g; say y1;q; y2;q;y; yk;q;
such that limq- n
n2
yj;q ¼ xj for j ¼ 1; 2;y; k: The critical points yj;q are non-
degenerate and have Morse index equal to the Morse index of h at xj plus one. In
particular %J has no critical points in fy : r0ojyjo1g:
In order to prove Proposition 3.2 we ﬁrst investigate the behavior of the ﬁrst and
second derivatives on the boundary of the function Jq:
Let ðr; xÞ be polar coordinates around the point 0 on Bn: Proposition 3.1 asserts
that the function vq is the unique global radial solution of the equation %Dvq þ lqvq ¼




f 00ðrÞ þ ðn  1Þ f
0ðrÞ
r




þ lqf ðrÞ ¼ 0: ð3:2Þ
From here we can see that vq behaves near @B
n like cð1 rÞs where s is the smaller
root of the equation sðn  1 sÞ ¼ lq and c is a positive constant. Moreover the
function vq is decreasing and concave. With this information on vq we now proceed
to do estimates on the function bJq: In order to do that we ﬁrst observe that the
function bJq satisﬁes the equation
%D bJq þ 2 %rðlog vqÞ  %r bJq ¼ 0; ð3:3Þ
where %D and %r denote the laplacian and the gradient with respect to the hyperbolic
metric %g: This is because on the one hand,
%D bJq ¼ %Dðv1q ÞJq þ v1q %DJq þ 2 %rðv1q Þ  %rðJqÞ
and
%Dðv1q Þ ¼ 2v3q j %rvqj2  v2q %Dvq:
Using Proposition 3.1 we obtain
%Dðv1q ÞJq þ v1q %DðJqÞ ¼ 2v3q j %rvqj2Jq:
On the other hand,
2 %rðlog vqÞ  %r bJq ¼ 2v2q %rvq %r Jq  2Jqv3q j %rvqj2:
From the above identities it follows that bJq satisﬁes Eq. (3.3).
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Writing Eq. (3.3) with respect to the Euclidean metric we ﬁnd that the function bJq
satisﬁes the following equation:
D bJq þ ðn  2Þr log f  r bJq þ 2r log vq  r bJq ¼ 0; ð3:4Þ
where f ¼ 2
1jyj2:
In the next two lemmas we study the behavior of the ﬁrst and second derivatives of
the function bJq on @Bn:










¼ ðn  3 2sÞ1ðDhÞ; ð3:5Þ
and
Hess bJq ¼ Hess h þ ðn  3 2sÞ1Dh dr# dr: ð3:6Þ
Proof. Writing equality (3.4) in polar coordinates, we have
@2 bJq
@r2






DSn1 bJq þ @ bJq@r ðn  2Þ @@r log fþ 2 @@r log vq
 
¼ 0: ð3:7Þ
Since bJqAC2ðBnÞ one may evaluate the equation on the boundary @Bn: Since
log f ¼ log 2
1r2 and vq behaves near @B
n like cð1 rÞs; c40; the last term in the last












1r2 -N as r-1; we have
@bJq












½n  2 2s:
Thus on @Bn we have
@2 bJq
@r2
¼ ðDSn1 bJqÞðn  3 2sÞ1 ¼ ðDhÞðn  3 2sÞ1;
because bJq agrees with h on @Bn: Hence equalities (3.5) and (3.6) hold. &
The situation in the three-dimensional case differs drastically from the higher
dimensional case. In fact we have the following two lemmas.
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Proof. Let yAB3 be a critical point of %Jq near @B3: If
@2bJq
@r2
ð yjyjÞAR the argument in the













ð yjyjÞ40: Assuming that @
bJq
@r jr¼1 ¼ 0 we ﬁnd that @
bJq
@r ðyÞp0: Since 0 ¼
@ %Jq
@r ðyÞ ¼ @uq@r ðyÞbJqðyÞ þ uqðyÞ @bJq@r ðyÞo0; we get a contradiction. Consequently
j@2bJq
@r2







We now prove our ﬁrst statement in our lemma. Let yAB3 ﬁxed and N ¼ yjyj: Let us
assume without lost of generality that N is the North pole.
bJqðNÞ  bJqðyÞ ¼
R











where d ¼ 3 q: In order to estimate the integral in the numerator we make the
change of coordinates Fy 3 S1jR2 to ﬁndZ
@B3







4ðhð0Þ  hðmxÞÞ dx
ð1þ m2jxj2Þd=2ð1þ jxj2Þ2d2
;
where m ¼ 1jyj
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Using the symmetries of the ball we easily check that the ﬁrst integral on the right-





with t40 arbitrary, and thatZ
jxjXm1d0













with t40 arbitrary. Using this inequality we ﬁnd




j bJqðNÞ  bJqðyÞj
jN  yj pCð1 jyjÞ
1td:
By taking 0oto1 d; and letting jyj-1 we get that @Jˆq@r ðNÞ ¼ 0; and this completes
the proof of our lemma. &






Proof. Without lost of generality we can assume that N ¼ yjyj is the north pole.
A direct calculation yields
@ bJq
@y












ðhðzÞ  bJqðyÞÞ 1 jyj2jy  zj2
 !2d=2
yðy  zÞ










jy  zj2 dsðzÞ
8<:
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ðhðNÞ  bJqðyÞÞ 1 jyj2jy  zj2
 !2d=2
yðy  zÞ
jy  zj2 dsðzÞ
9=;: ð3:8Þ
To estimate the second integral on the right-hand side recall that in Lemma 3.4
we show that jhðNÞ  bJqðyÞjpCm2td; where 0oto1 d and m ¼ 1jyj1þjyj: Since

































ðhðNÞ  bJqðyÞÞ 1 jyj2jy  zj2
 !2d=2
yðy  zÞ
jy  zj dsðzÞ

pCm1td=2:







is symmetrical with respect to the north pole axis. Using this fact and a similar
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pCm1td=2md=2 þ Cm1þd=2md=2 pCm1td;





where 0owo1 arbitrary. &
In the following lemma we give a more precise description of the behavior of the
function vqðyÞ near the boundary. Recall that vq behaves like cð1 jyjÞs near the
boundary.
Lemma 3.6. Let yABn be a critical point of %Jq: If y lies near @Bn then spCð1
jyjÞ2w; where w ¼ 0 when nX4; and 0owo1 arbitrary when n ¼ 3: It follows that
uqðyÞXA1 for some A140 and q near nn2:
Proof. Let yABn be a critical point of Jq near @Bn: From Lemma 3.5, and the fact








for nX3: Using the information vqðyÞ ¼ Cð1 jyjÞs in the last inequality we ﬁnd
spCð1 jyjÞ2w: Since
½ð1 jyjÞ2w s2wXðCsÞ s2w:
we conclude that vqðyÞ X A1 for some A140 and q near nn2: &
In the next lemma we show that the critical points of the function %Jq which are
near the boundary are close to those of the function h:
Lemma 3.7. Let yABn be a critical point of %Jq: If y lies near @Bn; then
y
jyj lies near a
critical point x of h with DhðxÞo0:
Proof. Since rJqðyÞ ¼ 0 and bJqðyÞ ¼ vqðyÞ1JqðyÞ; with vq radial and bounded from
below, then the spherical gradient of bJq at N ¼ jyj1y is small, and hence rhðNÞ is
small. Since the critical points of h are non-degenerate, the point N lies near a critical
point x of h: From DhðxÞa0 we get that DhðNÞa0 for q near n
n2:
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Let us consider the case nX4: From DhðxÞa0 and equality (3.5) we see that the
second radial derivative of bJq at x has the same sign as DhðxÞ: From @bJq@r ðxÞ ¼ 0 it










ðyÞ  bJqðyÞ þ vqðyÞ@ bJq
@r
ðyÞo0;
we get a contradiction.
Now we consider the case n ¼ 3: From DhðxÞa0; we get that DhðNÞa0: To ﬁnish
the proof of the lemma is enough to show that DhðNÞo0: Let us assume by
contradiction that DhðNÞ40: Since @Jq@r ðyÞ ¼ 0; and vq is decreasing, we get
0o hðNÞr @vq
@r
ðyÞ  r @Jq
@r
ðyÞ ¼ hðNÞrvq  y r %Jq  y:













Using inequality (3.9) we get
0o2ð2 d=2Þ jyj
2











To estimate the integral I we change coordinates Fy 3 S1jR2 and then use Taylor’s
theorem to ﬁnd






























The ﬁrst integral on the right-hand side vanishes because of the symmetries of the


























































Using this inequality in the expression (3.10) we get the following contradiction:
0oCm1
d





Thus DhðNÞo0 and this ﬁnish the proof of our Lemma 3.7. &
In the next lemma we describe the critical points of bJq near the boundary.
Lemma 3.8. The critical points of bJq near @Bn lie on @Bn and are the critical points
of h:
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Proof. Let us assume by contradiction that there is a sequence yq-y as q-
n
n2;
with yqAB and jyj ¼ 1; such that r bJqðyqÞ ¼ 0: Since limqim nn2 cJqi ¼ ðsn1Þ1 %J in the
C1ðBnÞ norm, we ﬁnd r %JðyÞ ¼ 0: Since ðsn1Þ1 %J coincides with h on @Bn; we get




ðjyqj1yqÞa0 and @bJq@r ðjyqj1yqÞ ¼ 0 for q near nn2 which imply that
@bJq
@r ðyqÞa0; and this is a contradiction. &
In the next lemma we provide the precise asymptotic behavior of the function vq
and its ﬁrst two derivatives near @Bn:





p C1ð1jyjÞw; where w ¼ 0 for nX4; and 0owo1 arbitrary for n ¼ 3;
(3) u1q ðyÞ þ j@uq@r ðyÞjpC:
Proof. Recall that near @Bn; the function uq behaves like ð1 jyjÞs and @uq@r behaves





If yABn is a critical point of Jq using the fact that bJq is uniformly bounded, Lemmas




















ðzÞ:ð1 jyjÞjbJqðyÞ XCð1 jyjÞ:
Consequently, we get inequality (1). Inequalities (2) and (3) are an easy consequence
of inequality (1) and Lemma 3.6. &
In the next lemma we study the hessian of the function Jq near the boundary.
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Lemma 3.10. Let yABn be a critical point of Jq: If y lies near @Bn then




where x is the critical point of h near yjyj:
Proof. Using the deﬁnition of Jq we ﬁnd that
@2Jq
@r2
ðyÞ ¼ vqðyÞ @
2 bJq
@r2





ðyÞ þ bJqðyÞ @2vq
@r2
ðyÞ; ð3:100Þ









Using Eq. (3.7) we get that
@2bJq
@r2




ðyÞECsð1 sÞð1 jyjÞs2 ¼ C sð1 sÞð1 jyjÞ
s










ðyÞ: To ﬁnish the proof of our lemma just observe that because
the function vq is radial, if X is a tangential vector on @B
n then
Hess JqðyÞðX ; XÞ ¼ vqðyÞ Hess bJqðyÞðX ; X Þ: &
Proof of Proposition 3.2. In view of Lemma 3.7 we consider a point xA@Bn such that
it is a critical points of h with DhðxÞo0; and let OD@Bn be any small neighborhood
of x: For q near n
n2; we may consider the set OE0 deﬁned by
OE0 ¼ fðr; zÞ : E0ð1 rÞ2pspE10 ð1 rÞ2w; zAOg
for E040: Note that a consequence of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 is that
@Jq
@r
ð1 ðE0sÞ1=ð2wÞ; zÞo0 and @Jq
@r
ð1 ðE10 sÞ1=ð2wÞ; zÞ40
when E0 is sufﬁciently small. We now consider the function f ðr; zÞ ¼ rT bJqðr; zÞ;
where T is a vector orthogonal to the radial vector. Note that f ð1; xÞ ¼ rhðxÞ ¼ 0:
Since x is a non-degenerate critical point of h; then by the implicit function
theorem there exists a curve zðrÞ on @Bn such that f ðr; zðrÞÞ ¼ rT bJqðr; zðrÞÞ ¼ 0; for r
near one. Then rT Jqðr; zðrÞÞ ¼ vqðr; zðrÞÞ  rT bJqðr; zðrÞÞ ¼ 0; for r near one. There-
fore for any ﬁxed rAð1 ðE10 sÞ1=ð2wÞ; 1 ðE0sÞ1=ð2wÞÞ; the function z-Jqðr; zÞ has a
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unique critical point in O and it is non-degenerate, furthermore it converges to x
as qm n
n2:
Applying the mean value theorem to the function gðrÞ ¼ @Jq@r ðr; zðrÞÞ we ﬁnd that
there exits r0Að1 ðE10 sÞ1=ð2wÞ; 1 ðE0sÞ1=ð2wÞÞ such that gðr0Þ ¼ 0: So ðr0; zðr0ÞÞ is
a critical point of Jq: By the above discussion, y ¼ ðr0; zðr0ÞÞ is the unique critical
point in OE0 for Jq; where q is sufﬁciently close to
n
n2: This and Lemma 3.7 imply the
statement about the number of critical points of the function Jq in a small
neighborhood of @Bn: The statement about the Morse index of Jq at a critical point
near the boundary follows from Lemma 3.10. &
Now our program is to show that the functions Jq and *Jq (which will be deﬁned
later) are close and have the same number of critical points and at near points the
Morse index are the same. In order to do that we need the following elementary
lemma that is proved in [SZ].
Lemma 3.11. Assume that f1; f2AC2ðBnÞ: Suppose that there exists a positive constant
C such that
jrf1j þ jrrf1jpC; jdetðHess f1ÞjXC1 and inf
@Bn
jrf1jXC1:
Assume f1 has a unique critical point y1 in B
n; and f2 is close to f1 in the sense that
jrð f1  f2Þj þ jrrð f1  f2ÞjoE:
If E is sufficiently small, then f2 has a unique critical point y2 in Bn: This critical point is
non-degenerate, and the Morse index of f2 at y2 is equal to the Morse index of f1 at y1:
In view of Lemma 3.11, in the next proposition, we give an estimate of the ﬁrst and
second derivatives of the function Jq near a critical point.
Proposition 3.12. Let 0obo1 be a real number. Let y0 be a critical point of the
function Jq; then the following estimates hold on Bbð1jy0jÞðy0Þ:
ð1 jyjÞw1jrJqj þ ð1 jyjÞwjrrJqjpC and jdetðHessðJqÞÞjXC1:
On @Bbð1jy0jÞðy0Þ we have
jrJqjXC1ð1 jyjÞ:
Here w ¼ 0 if nX4 and when n ¼ 3; 0owo1:
Proof. For yABbð1jy0jÞðy0Þ we have ð1 bÞð1 jy0jÞpð1 jyjÞpð1þ bÞð1 jy0jÞ:
In the proof of Lemma 3.10 we note that
@2bJq
@r2
ðyÞE ð1 jyjÞw when n ¼ 3: This
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and Lemmas 3.3 to 3.6 imply the ﬁrst inequality in our proposition. The second
inequality is a direct consequence of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. To prove the last




  ¼ @Jq@v ðyÞ  @Jq@v ðy0Þ
  ¼ @2Jq@z@vðyÞ
  jy  y0j;
where z ¼ yy0jyy0j and y is between y and y0; then jrJqðyÞjXCjy  y0jXCð1 jyjÞ and
the proposition follows. &
We now show that the critical point behavior of JqðuÞ in a certain neighborhood of
ay with r0ojyjo1 is the same as that of Jq described in Proposition 3.2. In order to
do that we let S2;p ¼ S-H2;pðBnÞ with p4n2: For any a40; consider the set Na
which consists of all functions uAS2;p such that there exists a conformal
transformation F with jjaF ðuÞ  1jj2;poa and maxBn u4a1: Then Na is an open
neighborhood of fay : r0ojyjo1g in the H2;p topology, for some r0 depending on a
in such a way that r0m1 as ak0: We know from Proposition 2.6 that for a sufﬁciently
small, any critical point u of Jq in Na is bounded above by a ﬁxed constant times
d
2n
4e (e ¼ 0 for nX4). Thus, we restrict our attention to those uANa which are near
ay for jyjo1 e1d1=2 for a positive constant e1: The following is the basic theorem
concerning critical points of Jq in Na:
Theorem 3.13. Let nX3: Assume that the critical points of h are non-degenerate and
that Dha0 at each critical pointy of h: There exist a40 and q0Að1; nn2Þ such that for
qA½q0; nn2Þ; Jq has exactly k critical points in Na; one for each of the critical points
x1; x2;y; xk of h: If we denote these critical point by u1; u2;y; uk; then the Morse
index of Jq at ui is equal to the Morse index of h at xi: The function J has no critical
points in Na:
Proof. Note that the Euler–Lagrange equations for Jq are given in Eqs. (2.2), since
our normalization requires that u lies in S: We seek for a solution of problem (2.2)
lying near ay with jyjo1 E1d1=2 for a positive constant E1; where d ¼ nn2  q: In
order to do that we consider two perturbation problems. The ﬁrst one deals with
solving the Euler–Lagrange equation (2.10) with a solution not in the space S: The
second one perturbs this solution to get it into the space S:
For the ﬁrst perturbation problem, we ﬁnd a solution u˜ that solves problem (2.2)







y : To do that we let v ¼ aF1y ðu˜Þ and
then v ¼ 1þ g and look for a small solution g of the perturbed problem 2.10:
Dg ¼ 0 in Bn;
Lgþ QðgÞ ¼ n  2
2
ða˜  1Þ ð1þ gÞ nn2 on @Bn;
8<: ð3:11Þ
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where










h 3 Fyð1þ gÞd;
and




ð1þ gÞ nn2  1 n
n  2 g
h i
:
Note that the operator
Dg ¼ 0 in Bn;
Lg ¼ @g
@Z
 g on @Bn;
8<: ð3:12Þ
has an n-dimensional kernel consisting of the linear functions x1;y; xn: We remove
the obstruction to inverting L by replacing problem (3.11) by the ‘‘projected’’
problem
Dg ¼ 0 in Bn;




Tðy; gÞ ¼Lgþ PðQðgÞÞ  P n  2
2
ða˜  1Þð1þ gÞ nn2

 
and P denotes the L2-orthogonal projection onto W ; where
W ¼ fAL2ð@BnÞ :
Z
@Bn
fxi ¼ 0; i ¼ 1;y; n
 
:
To solve this problem we use the inverse function theorem. Let y0 be a critical point






TðgÞðyÞ ¼ Tðy; gÞ ¼Lgþ PðQðgÞÞ  P n  2
2













H is the space of harmonic functions in Bn; and W˜ is the orthogonal complement to
the linear functions x1;y; xn in H1;2ðBnÞ: Here we denote by g the map gðyÞ ¼ gy:
We choose norms on B2;pðBnÞ and B1
1
p




fjjZjj2;p;Bn þ ð1 jy0jÞjjryZyjj2;p;Bn þ ð1 jy0jÞ2jjryryZyjj2;p;Bng
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Lemma 3.14. For q near n
n2 and pAðn2; n12nÞ; with 2nono1; the map T is C1 and
satisfies the following bounds:
(1) jjTð0ÞjjpCð1 jy0jÞ1n;
(2) jjT0ð0ÞjjpC;
(3) jjT0ðg1Þ T0ðg0ÞjjpCjjg1  g0jj; when jjg0jj; jjg1jjp1=4;
Moreover jjðT0ð0ÞÞ1jjpC; where the constant C is independent of q: There exists
gAB2;pðBnÞ with jjgjjB2;pðBnÞpCð1 jy0jÞ1n and TðgÞ ¼ 0: Furthermore, g is the
unique small solution of TðgÞ ¼ 0:
Proof. Observe that if g ¼ 0 then 1 ¼ aF1y ðu˜Þ; and so u˜ ¼ ay: Thus Jqðu˜Þ ¼ JqðayÞ ¼
JqðyÞ: Therefore















The last equation can be rewritten as
Tðy; 0Þ ¼  n  2
2
sn1JqðyÞ1 P ðjF 0yj
n2
2
d  1Þh 3 Fy

 











In order to estimate jjTð0Þjj we need to prove some claims ﬁrst.
Claim 1. jjF 0yj
n2
2
d  1jpEðqÞð1 jy0jÞs with so2:
Proof. The following estimates will be used repeatedly:
jjyj  jy0jjpjy  y0jpbð1 jy0jÞ;
ð1þ bÞð1 jy0jÞXð1 jyjÞXð1 bÞð1 jy0jÞ:
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d  1jpE1ðqÞ; where






















E1ðqÞ ¼ 0; and the claim
holds. &
Claim 2. js1n1JqðyÞ  h yjyj
 






  p JqðyÞsn1  JqðyÞvqðyÞ
 þ JqðyÞvqðyÞ  h yjyj

  :





  ¼ JqðyÞ 1volð@BnÞ  1vqðyÞ




























where the last inequality follows from Claim 1.
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pCð1 yÞ1wð1 jy0jÞpCEðqÞð1 jy0jÞs;
where y is between y and yjyj: The last two sets of inequalities imply Claim 2. &
Claim 3. Let f ¼ Pðh  h yjyj
 




Proof. By using P; we may subtract from h a linear function vanishing at yjyj so that
the function f vanishes at yjyj quadratically. That is,
j f 3 FyðxÞjpC FyðxÞ  yjyj
 2:
We will assume without loss of generality that yjyj is the north pole N: Let us take
polar coordinates around N: Let V be a geodesic ball of radius r and center N: ThenZ
V











j f 3 Fyjp dsgp
Z
Fyð@Bn\VÞ







Since l ¼ 1þjyj
1jyj ¼ m1 our claim follows. &
A consequence of Claims 1–3 is that jjTðy; 0Þjj0;p;@BnpCEðqÞð1 jy0jÞ:
Recalling that dðn2
2
Þ2ðq þ 1Þ ¼ lq ¼ sðn  1 sÞ; Lemma 3.6, we ﬁnd that
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In order to complete estimate (1) in our lemma we need to estimate the different




























dÞ ¼ jF 0yj
n2
2







þ ðn  2Þd dijjy þ xj2 þ










jy þ xj ð3:15Þ










jy þ xj : ð3:17Þ
On the other hand to calculate the derivatives of Fy we observe that if z ¼ ðz0; znÞ;
s ¼ ð0;1Þ; and jzj ¼ 1 we have
FyðzÞ ¼ ð4mz
0jz  sj2; jz  sj4  4m2jz0j2Þ
jz  sj4 þ 4m2jz0j2 ;
where m ¼ 1jyj




0jz  sj2ðjz  sj4  4m2jz0j2Þ;16mjz0j2jz  sj4Þ
ðjz  sj4 þ 4m2jz0j2Þ2 :
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For 0prp1; we obtain
@Fy
@m
  ¼ 4jz0jjz  sj2jz  sj4 þ 4jz0j2m2p 4jz
0jrjz  sj2rðjz0j1rjz  sj22rÞ




jz  sj1r: ð3:18Þ




0j2jz  sj2mð4jz0j2m2  3jz  sj4Þ





0j2jz  sj4ðjz  sj4 þ 12m2jz0j2Þ
ðjz  sj4 þ 4jz0j2m2Þ3 :
Similar considerations as before shows that for 0prp1:
@2Fy
@m2
 p Cm2rjz  sj22r: ð3:19Þ




  p Cmrjz  sj2r ð3:20Þ
and
jr@BnryryFkðzÞjp C
m1þrjz  sj2r; ð3:21Þ
where 0prp2 and k ¼ 1;y; n:








In order to estimate jjT0ð0Þjj we consider a function fAB2;pðBnÞ satisfying that
jjfjjB2;pðBnÞp1: Let yABbð1jy0jÞðy0Þ be ﬁxed. Using the expression for a˜ in Eq. (3.11)
we ﬁnd
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The fact that fðyÞ;ryðfÞ and ryryf belong to H2;pðBnÞ for p4n2; and hence they
are bounded, the Sobolev embedding H1;pð@BnÞ+H2;pðBnÞ; Proposition 3.12, and
inequalities (3.14)–(3.21) imply that jjT0ð0ÞjjpC:




;pð@BnÞ: Consider the problem
Df ¼ 0 in Bn;
T0yð0Þf ¼ c on @Bn:
(










































































where E0 ¼ maxfd; ð1 jy0jÞ1=pg:
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which implies that jjfjj2;p;BnpCjjcjj11
p
;p;@Bn
: Similar estimates for jjryfjj2;p;Bn and





: Thus T0ð0Þ has a
bounded inverse.







when jjg1jjB2;pðBnÞ; jjg0jjB2;pðBnÞp14: Let fAB2;pðBnÞ; with jjfjjB2;pðBnÞp1: Let gðtÞ be a
curve in B2;pðBnÞ with gð0Þ ¼ g0 and ’gð0Þ ¼ f:
T0ðgÞf ¼ d
dt
ðTðgðtÞÞÞjt¼0 ¼Lfþ Pð %Qðg0Þg0fÞ
 P n
2
ðag0  1Þð1þ g0Þ
2










where %QðgÞ is a polynomial in g; and ag0 ¼ a˜ðy; x; g0Þ: A straightforward calculation
shows that
ðT0yðg1Þ T0yðg0ÞÞf ¼PðQðg1; g0Þðg1  g0ÞfÞ
 P n
2















 ðð1þ g1Þ2=n2  ð1þ g0Þ2=n2Þf
i
;
where ðag1  ag0Þ ¼ a0½ð1þ g1Þd  ð1þ g0Þd; and Qðg1; g0Þ is a polynomial in





pC; then jjag0 jj; jjag1 jjpC: This and the assumption
jjg1jjB2;pðBnÞ; jjg0jjB2;pðBnÞp14 imply that T0 is Lipschitz.
The existence and uniqueness of g satisfying TðgÞ ¼ 0 with the required bound
follows from the inverse function theorem. &
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Now we proceed with the second perturbation in order to get a function in the
space Na: If the function u˜y ¼ aFyðvÞ where v ¼ vy ¼ 1þ gy solves the problem
Du˜ ¼ 0 in Bn;
@u˜
@Z
þ n  2
2




then u˜y is not in the space S: To get the solution in that space we need to normalize
the energy. A straightforward computation shows that for each yABbð1jy0jÞðy0Þ there
exists a unique positive constant Ly such that the function uy ¼ Lyu˜yANa: In fact
L2y ¼
R















For yABbð1jy0jÞðy0Þ we have

























ðh 3 FyÞjF 0yj
n2
2
dðð1þ gyÞqþ1  1Þ ds
þ ðLqþ1y  1Þ
Z
@Bn
ðh 3 FyÞjF 0yj
n2
2
dð1þ gyÞqþ1 ds: ð3:23Þ
In what follows we show that the behavior of the functions J˜qðyÞ and %JqðyÞ is the
same (up to second order). In order to do that we need to estimate the function
J˜qðyÞ  %JqðyÞ and its ﬁrst two derivatives. Thus we need estimates for the functions gy
and Ly: We begin with the estimates for gy:








where s41 and EðqÞ-0 as q-0; for 1prppðn1Þ










Proof. In what follows w ¼ 0 if nX4 and if n ¼ 3 it is an arbitrary real number
satisfying 0owo1: In order to prove the above inequalities we need the following
observation:
Claim 1. Let y be a point near @Bn which is a critical point of %Jq: Then
jrhðjyj1yÞjpCm2w:
Proof. Take rectangular coordinates in Rn such that y ¼ ð0;y; 0; jyjÞ; then jyj1y ¼
N ¼ ð0;y; 0; 1Þ: Since
@ %Jq
@yj

























jy  zj2 dsðzÞ ¼ 0:
The last integral also vanishes when h is a constant. ThusZ
@Bn







jy  zj2 dsðzÞ ¼ 0;
and in the coordinates Fy 3 S1 is equivalent toZ
Rn1
ðhðmxÞ  hð0ÞÞxj dx
ð1þ m2jxj2Þn22 dð1þ jxj2Þnn22 d
¼ 0: ð3:29Þ
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Now we estimate the last integral by considering the integral on Bm1d0ð0Þ and its
complement. On Bm1d0ð0Þ we use Taylor’s theorem, which says that for jxjpd0;





































ð1þ m2jxj2Þn22 dð1þ jxj2Þnn22 d
¼ 0





ð1þ m2jxj2Þn22 dð1þ jxj2Þnn22 d
pCm3w;
using equality (3.30) we conclude thatZ
Bm1d0 ð0Þ
ðhðmxÞ  hð0ÞÞxj dx




where C is a positive constant. It is easy to check that
Z
Rn1Bm1d0 ð0Þ
ðhðuxÞ  hð0ÞÞxj dx
ð1þ m2jxj2Þn22 dð1þ jxj2Þnn22 d

pCmnðn2Þd:
The last two inequalities and equality (3.29) imply that j @h@xjð0ÞjpCm2w and hence
our claim. &
Using Claim 1 we can show the following estimate.
Claim 2. Let y be a critical point of %Jq and N ¼ yjyj: Then for n  14pX1;
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jh 3 Fy  hðNÞjp ds ¼
Z
Rn1












pCmð3wÞp þ Cm2p þ Cmn1;
where the last inequality is obtained using equality (3.30) and Claim 1. The last
inequality implies our claim. &
In order to show inequality (3.24) we observe that the function gy solves problem
(3.13). Note that Claims 2, and 1 in Lemma 3.14 imply that for pon  1jja˜ 
1jj0;p;@BnpCEms; elliptic estimates imply that jjgyjj1;p;BnpCEms: The Sobolev trace
embedding imply inequality (3.24).
To show inequalities (3.25) and (3.27) we let g0y ¼ @gy@yi ; i ¼ 1; 2;y; n: Differentiating
Eq. (3.13) we see that g0y satisﬁes the problem




Pð *a 0ð1þ gyÞ
n
n2Þ on @Bn;






n2  1fÞ and a˜0 ¼ @a˜@yi;
i ¼ 1; 2;y; n: Thus
s1n1rya˜ ¼ ½ryðjF 0yj
n2
2








d %J1q Þðh 3 FyÞð1þ gyÞd1rygy:
In order to apply the elliptic estimates we need the following observation.



















jz  sjp dsðzÞ:































þ CRpn1pCjrhð0ÞÞjp þ Cmnp1 þ CmppCmp þ Cmnp1;
where in the last inequality we used Claim 1. Claim 3 follows from the last
estimate. &















inequality (3.27) we proceed as follows.
First observe that gy satisﬁes Eq. (3.13). Integrating Eq. (3.13), using integration
by parts and the fact that
R
@Bn Pð f Þ ds ¼
R










ðAD  1ÞE ds;




h 3 Fy; D ¼ ð1þ gyÞd and E ¼ ð1þ gyÞ
n
n2:
Writing ðAD  1ÞE ¼ ðAD  1ÞðE  1Þ þ AðD  1Þ þ A  1 and then differentiat-














ððA0D þ AD0ÞðE  1Þ
þ ðAD  1ÞE0 þ A0ðD  1Þ þ AD0Þ ds: ð3:31Þ
In the last equality we have used the fact that
R
@Bn A is independent of y:
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Using the estimates on gy and g
0








jgyj jg0yj dspjjgyjj0;t;@Bn jjg0yjj0;r;@Bn
pCEmsðm1w þ m12ÞpcEmsþ12;
where r ¼ 2ðn1Þ2
nþ2 and t ¼ 2ðn1Þ
2
nð2n5Þ: Also using Claim 3 and Ho¨lder’s inequality we getZ
@Bn







p jjgyjj0;p0;@Bn jjA0jj0;p;@Bn þ CdEms
pCEðqÞmsm14;
where p ¼ 4ðn1Þ
5
and p0 ¼ 4ðn1Þ
4n9 and in the last inequality we used the fact that dps
and Lemma 3.6. SimilarlyZ
@Bn
ðAD  1ÞE 0 dspC
Z
@Bn
ðAD  1Þg0y ds




where p ¼ 4ðn1Þ2
4ðn1Þ24n and p
0 ¼ 4ðn1Þ2
nþ4 : Finally we haveZ
@Bn

















To prove the rest of inequalities in Lemma 3.15 we let g00y ¼ @
2gy
@yi@yj
where i; j ¼
1;y; n: A calculation shows that the function g00y satisﬁes the equation






n2Þ þ PðFÞ on @Bn;
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Þ and the function
ða˜Þ00 ¼ @2a˜@yi@yj where i; j ¼ 1;y; n: In order to apply elliptic estimates to the above
equation we ﬁrst note the following:
Claim 4. For 1opon1
2n and 0pnp2 the following estimate holds:
jjryryðh 3 FyÞjj0;p;@Bnpmn:
Proof. Using inequalities (3.18) and (3.19) it is easy to check that for 0prp1:




Our estimate follows by integrating the last inequality with r ¼ n
2
: &
Claim 4, inequalities (3.14), (3.16), (3.18),(3.19), Proposition 3.12, our estimates on




Therefore the Sobolev trace embedding implies that for 1prppðn1Þ
np
jjg00yjj0;r;@BnpCmn:




y we proceed as follows: we























ðA0D þ AD0ÞE0 þ ðA00D þ 2A0D0 þ AD00ÞðE  1Þ

ds




ððAD  1ÞE 00 þ ðA0D þ AD0ÞE0 þ A00ðD  1Þ þ A0D0Þ ds;























jg00y j dsþ C
Z
@Bn
jðAD  1Þg00y j ds:
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Now observe that taking in inequality (3.24) p ¼ 5
6
ðn  1Þ; and Ho¨lder’s inequality
with r ¼ 5ðn1Þ2
5ðn1Þ2ðnþ5Þ; and r
0 ¼ 5ðn1Þ2
nþ5 ; and taking in inequality (3.26) n ¼ 56 we ﬁnd
that Z
@Bn





jðAD  1Þg00yj dspjjAD  1jj0;r;@Bn jjg00yjj0;r0;@BnpCEms
5
6: ð3:33Þ






Using Ho¨lder’s inequality with p ¼ 5ðn1Þ6 and p0 ¼ 5ðn1Þ5n11 ; Claim 1, and inequality





Setting in Claim 4 n ¼ 56 and letting p ¼ 5ðn1Þ6 and p0 ¼ 5ðn1Þ5n11 and using inequality
















and this ﬁnish the proof of our Lemma 3.15. &
Using the estimates in Lemma 3.5 we can estimate the ﬁrst function in inequality
(3.23). More precisely we have
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h 3 FyjF 0yj
n2
2
dð1þ gyÞqþ1 ds and I ¼
Z
@Bn








4 and jryryðK  IÞjpCEm
1
6:




ryðh 3 FyÞjF 0yj
n2
2




h 3 FyryðjF 0yj
n2
2
dÞ½ð1þ gyÞqþ1  1 ds;
I3 ¼ ðq þ 1Þ
Z
@Bn








jryðh 3 FyÞj jgyj dspCjjryðh 3 FyÞjj0;r;@Bn jjgyjj0;r0;@BnpCEmsþ
1
3; ð3:37Þ
where the last inequality can be obtained using r ¼ 3
2
and r0 ¼ 3: On the integral I2





On the integral I3 we use inequality (3.27), Claim 1 in Lemma 3.14, Claim 2 and
Lemma 3.15 to obtain




 þ C Z
@Bn







d  1jjrygyj dsþ
Z
@Bn
jð1þ gyÞq  1j jrygyj ds
pCEmsþ
1







where r ¼ 74 and r0 ¼ 73: A consequence of the above estimates on I1; I2 and I3 is the
ﬁrst conclusion in our lemma. In order to prove the second conclusion we write
ryryðK  IÞ ¼ I˜1 þ I˜2 þ I˜3 þ I˜4 þ I˜5 þ I˜6; ð3:38Þ
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ryryðh 3 FyÞjF 0yj
n2
2




h 3 FyryryðjF 0yj
n2
2




h 3 FyjF 0yj
n2




ryðh 3 FyÞryðjF 0yj
n2
2















Now we estimate each term on the right-hand side on the last expression as follows:





















jh 3 FyjF 0yj
n2
2








jh 3 FyjF 0yj
n2
2



















jryðh 3 FyÞjjgyj dspCEm2:
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The above estimates on the integrals I˜i; i ¼ 1;y; 6 and equality (3.38) imply that
jryryðK  IÞjpCEm
1
6 and this ﬁnishes the proof of our Lemma 3.16. &
In the next proposition we show that the derivatives of the function Ly behaves
like those of the function gy: More precisely estimates (3.27) and (3.28) in Lemma
3.15 also holds for the function jLyj:






Proof. Recall that the function L2y ¼ IK1 where I and K are deﬁned in Lemma
3.16. Using inequality (3.24) we ﬁnd that




An easy computation yields
jryLyjpCjryðK  IÞj þ CjryK j jK  I j: ð3:40Þ
Now observe that inequalities (3.14), (3.25) and Claim 3 in Lemma 3.15 imply that
jryK jpCm1w which combined with inequality (3.39) yields the estimate jryK j jK 
I jpCEmsþ1w: Using this in the inequality (3.40) and Lemma 3.16 we get that
jryLyjpCEmsþ
1
4: To estimate the second derivatives of Ly observe that
jryryLyjpCjryryðK  IÞj þ CjryryK j jK  I j þ CjryLyj2 þ CjryLyj jryK j:
A consequence of Claim 4 in Lemma 3.15, inequalities (3.16) and (3.26) is that
jryryK jpCmw: Using this in the above inequality, Lemma 3.16, inequalities (3.39)




In the next lemma we show that the function J˜qðyÞ has a critical point at some
point yABbð1jy0jÞðy0Þ because J˜qðyÞ  %JqðyÞ is small. More precisely we have the
following:
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Lemma 3.18. The function J˜qðyÞ has a unique critical point y1 on Bbð1jy0jÞðy0Þ: This
critical point is non-degenerate, and the Morse index of J˜qðyÞ at y1 is equal to the
Morse index of %JqðyÞ at y0:
Proof. In order to prove our lemma we use Lemma 3.11. To do that we claim that
there exists e40 sufﬁciently small such that
ð1 jy0jÞ1þwjryðJ˜qðyÞ  %JqðyÞÞj þ ð1 jy0jÞwjryryðJ˜qðyÞ  %JqðyÞÞjpe: ð3:41Þ
Here w ¼ 0 if nX4 and we take w ¼ ð1 jy0jÞ if n ¼ 3: This is a direct consequence
of equality (3.23), Lemmas 3.15–3.17 (with e ¼ CEm16). For zABn we deﬁne
f1ðzÞ ¼ ð1 jy0jÞ2þwð %Jqðy0 þ bð1 jy0jÞzÞ  %Jqðy0ÞÞ;
f2ðzÞ ¼ ð1 jy0jÞ2þwðJ˜qðy0 þ bð1 jy0jÞzÞ  J˜qðy0ÞÞ:
On the one hand by Proposition 3.12 we have
jrf1j þ jrrf1jp jr
%Jqðy0 þ bð1 jy0jÞzÞj
ð1 jy0jÞ1w












jdet Hess f1j ¼ b2nð1 jy0jÞnwjdet Hess %JqjXC1:
On the other hand, inequality (3.41) implies
jrð f1  f2Þj þ jrrð f1  f2Þjpe:
Lemma 3.11 implies our Lemma 3.18. &
In the next lemma we show that the critical point uy1 is a solution to problem (2.2).
Lemma 3.19. The critical point uy1 in Lemma (3.18) is a solution to problem (2.2). Any
solution to problem (2.2) in Na for a small comes from a critical point of J˜q:
Proof. Recall that the critical point uy1 ¼ Ly1 u˜y1 where the function u˜y1 is such that
and 1þ gy1 ¼ vy1 ¼ aF1y1 ðu˜y1Þ solves problem (3.13). Thus for cAH
2;pðBnÞ-W˜; the
equality
Lgy1 þ PðQðgy1ÞÞ  P
n  2
2
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on @Bn implies thatZ
@Bn
Lðgy1ÞÞ þ Qðgy1ÞÞ 
n  2
2
ða˜  1Þð1þ gy1Þn=n2

  
c ds ¼ 0

































The conformal invariance of E impliesZ
Bn













Multiplying the last equality by Ly1 we getZ
Bn























Consequently uy1 is a critical point for Jq for variations of the form aFy1 ðcÞ for any
cAH2;pðBnÞ-W˜: In order to show that uy1 is a solution of Eqs. (3.12) we must show
that uy1 is a critical point of Jq for all variations. To do that we use the fact that J˜q
has a critical point at y1: Let yðtÞ be a path in Rn with yð0Þ ¼ y1 whose tangent vector
at t ¼ 0 we denote by ’y; then






JqðuyðtÞÞjt¼0 ¼ J 0qðuy1Þ ’uy1 ’y: ð3:42Þ
Since uy ¼ Ly *uy ¼ LyaFyðvyÞ ¼ LyaFyð1þ gyÞ; we have
’uy ¼ Lyð’aFyð1þ gyÞ þ ay  ’gyÞ þ ’LyðaFyð1þ gyÞÞ:
Observe that ’aFy restricted to the boundary generates the space L of coordinate
functions xi; i ¼ 1;y; n: More precisely ’aFy ¼ aFyðl þ wÞ on @Bn; where lAL and
wAW : Hence ’uy ¼ aFyðl þ wÞ on @Bn: By extending w harmonically to Bn we can see
that ’uy1 has the form aFyðl þ w˜Þ where w˜AW˜: Using this in Eq. (3.42) and the fact
that uy1 is a critical point for Jq for variations of the form aFy1 ðw˜Þ we get that uy1 is a
critical point for Jq for variations of the form aFy1 ðlÞ where l is a coordinate function
and hence for any variation.
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Conversely, let u be a solution of Eqs. (2.2) inNa: By Lemma 2.4 we may assume
that yABn is such that g ¼ aF
y1 ðL1y uÞ  1 for some Ly close to 1 is a small solution
of problem (3.11) and g is orthogonal to the kernel of problem (3.13). By
Proposition 2.7 we have yABbð1jy0jÞðy0Þ for y0 ¼ yj;q for some j: Therefore u ¼ uy
because it comes from a solutionTðgÞ ¼ 0 as in Lemma 3.14. The point y is clearly a
critical point of J˜q; and so u ¼ uy1 : &
Let yðtÞ be a path in Rn with yð0Þ ¼ y1 whose tangent vector at t ¼ 0 we denote by
’y: If y1 is a critical point of J˜q then
d2
dt2
J˜qðyðtÞÞjt¼0 ¼ J˜ 00qðy1Þ ’y2 þ J˜ 0qðy1Þy¨ ¼ J˜ 00qðy1Þ ’y2:
On the other hand since uy1 is a critical point of Jq we have that
d2
dt2
JqðuyðtÞÞjt¼0 ¼ J 00q ðuy1Þ ’u2y þ J 0qðuy1Þu¨y ¼ J 00q ðuy1Þ ’u2y þ kE 0ðuy1Þðu¨yÞ
¼ J 00q ðuy1Þ ’u2y  kE0ðuy1Þðu¨yÞ;
where
k ¼ Jqðuy1Þðq þ 1Þðn  2Þsn1 :
Since J˜qðyðtÞÞ ¼ JqðuyðtÞÞ we obtain
J˜ 00qðy1Þ ’y2 ¼ J 00q ðuy1Þ ’u2y  kE0ðuy1Þðu¨yÞ:
Let uðtÞ be a path in S2;p such that uð0Þ ¼ uy1 and ’uð0Þ ¼ f: We claim that
/J 00ðuy1Þf;fS k/E00ðuy1Þf;fSo0
for all functions f such that aFy1 ðfÞÞ is the orthogonal complement to the functions
1; x1?xn: Using the conformal invariance of the energy and writing *f ¼ aF1y1 ðfÞ we
ﬁnd that
/J 00ðuy1Þf;fS k/E00ðuy1Þf;fS













¼ qðq þ 1ÞLq1y1
Z
@Bn
h 3 Fy1ð1þ gy1Þq1ð *fÞ2jðFy1Þ0j
n2
2
d  2kEð *fÞ:








n2ð *fÞ2  nk
Z
@Bn
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In the last step we use that Lq1y JqðayÞ ¼ JqðuyÞ and the expression for k:
Now observe that if *f does not belong to the space generated by the constant
function and the functions x1;y; xn; the expression
R
Bn













n2  1Þð *fÞ2
is arbitrarily small. This can be seen using Ho¨lder’s inequality on the second integral.
Moreover ay1ð1ÞeTuð0ÞS2p: In fact, on the one hand if uðtÞAS2;p then EðuðtÞÞ ¼
Eð1Þ: Hence differentiating the last equation we have Eðuð0Þ;fÞ ¼ 0: On the other
hand Eðay1ð1Þ; uð0ÞÞ ¼ Ly1Eðay1ð1Þ; u˜ð0ÞÞ ¼ Ly1Eðay1ð1Þ; ay1ðvÞÞ ¼ Ly1Eð1; vÞa0:
Hence the function ay1ð1ÞeTuð0ÞS2:p:
Since H1;2ðBnÞ ¼ L" eW ¼ ayðLÞ"ayðW˜Þ we conclude that J 00q ðuð0ÞÞ when the
functional Jq is deﬁned on the space S2;p can be positive only in an n-dimensional
space, mainly ay1ðLÞ: Since the possible vectors ’uð0Þ generates a space that contains
ayðLÞ we conclude that J 00q ðuð0ÞÞ; when Jq is deﬁned on the space S2;p; is positive in
the directions where J˜q is positive. Thus the index of Jq at uy1 is equal to the index
of J˜q at the point y1: Since %Jq and J˜q are close in the C2 norm we know that the
index of %Jq at y0 is equal to the index of J˜q at y1: Proposition 3.2 says that the index
of  %Jq at y0 is equal to the index of h at xi where y0 is close to xiA@Bn: Therefore
the Morse index of Jq at uy1 is equal to the Morse index of h at x:
Finally, assume that u is a critical point of J ¼ Jn=n2 inNa: Then u is a solution
of the problem
Du ¼ 0 in Bn;
@u
@Z
þ n  2
2






with q ¼ n
n2  d: Clearly maxBn upCjjujj2;ppC and hud is a Morse function with d
small enough. This contradicts the estimates of Proposition 2.7. Consequently J does
not have critical points in Na: &
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4. Blow-up analysis
In this section we show that the blow-up is simple in the three- and four-
dimensional cases. In the higher-dimensional case we give conditions on the function
h to guarantee that the blow-up is simple. Using this analysis we show that in the
three-dimensional case there is at most one point of blow-up and give conditions on
the function h to be able to assert that when n43 there is at most one blow-up point.
Let us begin with some useful deﬁnitions and lemmas. Let ODRnþ be a bounded
open set such that @O-@Rnþ ¼ @0O is a bounded domain in @Rnþ: Let di ¼ nn2  qi
where 1pqip nn2 and limi-0 di ¼ 0: Consider a smooth positive function ui
satisfying the equations
Dui ¼ 0 in O;
@ui
@Z
¼ hiðxÞuqii on @0O;
8<: ð4:1Þ
where hi : @
0O-R is smooth, and there exist positive real numbers A and B such that
0oAphipB:
Deﬁnition. Suppose that fuig is a sequence of functions satisfying Eqs. (4.1). Let
%xA@0O and %r40 with Bþ%r ð %xÞ ¼ B%rð %xÞ-RnþDO: Let fxigD@0O be a sequence of local
maximum points of the functions ui such that xi- %x; and for some C40;
(i) uiðxÞpCjx  xij
1
qi1 for all xABþ%r ðxiÞ:
(ii) limi-N uiðxiÞ ¼ þN;
then we say that %x is an isolated blow-up point of fuig:
Our ﬁrst lemma says that a sequence of functions with an isolated blow-up point
satisfy the Harnack inequality.
Lemma 4.1. Let fuig be a sequence of functions satisfying problem (4.1) and suppose






where C40 is some constant independent of i and r and @00Bþr ðxiÞ ¼ @BrðxiÞ-Rnþ:
Proof. For 0oro13%r; let us consider vðxÞ ¼ r
1
qi1uiðxi þ rxÞ: Then
Dv ¼ 0; xABþ3 ð0Þ;
@v
@Z
ðxÞ ¼ hiðxi þ rxÞvðxÞqi ; xA@Bþ3 ð0Þ-@Rnþ;
8<:
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which implies our Lemma 4.1. &
Deﬁnition. Let xi- %x be an isolated blow-up point of fuig: We say that xi- %x is an
isolated simple blow-up point if for some positive constant r˜Að0; %rÞ and C˜41; the
function wiðrÞ ¼ r
1
qi1 %uiðrÞ satisﬁes w0iðrÞo0 for all r satisfying C˜uiðxiÞ
 1
qi1prpr˜;






In the next lemma we show that when we rescale a sequence of functions with an
isolated blow-up point they converge to the unique solutions found by the ﬁrst
author in [E1] to the problem of prescribing constant mean curvature on @Rnþ and
scalar ﬂat on Rnþ: More precisely we have:
Lemma 4.2. Let fuig be a sequence of functions satisfying problem (4.1). Let xi-0AT
be an isolated simple blow-up point of ui: Then for any sequence of positive numbers
Ri-N; there exists a subsequence of fuig; still denoted by fuig; such that ri 
Rit
ðq1Þ
i -0; where uiðxiÞ ¼ ti and
t1i uiðxi þ tðqi1Þi xÞ 
t20












where Ei ¼ oðR2ni Þ; t0 ¼ n2%C and x ¼ ðx0; tÞ with %C ¼ limi-N hiðxiÞ: If ripjz  xijp r˜2
we have that
uiðzÞpCtlii jz  xij2nþri ;
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Proof. Consider the function
tiðxÞ ¼ t1i uiðtðqi1Þi x þ xiÞ; xABþ%rtqi1i ð0Þ:
Then we have







ðxÞ ¼ hiðtðqi1Þi x þ xiÞtiðxÞqi on Bþ%rtqi1i ð0Þ-@R
n
þ;
tið0Þ ¼ 1; @ti
@xj


















for some positive constant C depending only on n and B: It follows from equalities
(4.3) and (4.4) that there exists a harmonic function tAC2ðRnþÞ such that (after
passing to a subsequence) ti-t uniformly on compact subsets of Rnþ; tð0Þ ¼ 1 and t








tn=n2 ¼ %Ctn=n2 on @Rnþ:
By the Liouville-type theorems of Li and Zhu [LZ] Chipot et al. [CSF] in Rnþ we
obtain that




where t0 ¼ n2%C : Elliptic theory implies estimate (4.2). Now choose a sequence of
positive real numbers Ri-N ﬁrst, and then get a subsequence of functions fuig such
that ri ¼ Ritðqi1Þi -0: Now deﬁne z ¼ xi þ tðqi1Þi x and observe that if jz  xij ¼
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Without loss of generality we can assume that r˜ ¼ 2 and let us consider the set
Si ¼ fzARnþ : ripjz  xijp74g: Using Lemma 4.1 we see that for zASiuiðzÞpC %uiðjz 
xijÞ: Using the last inequality, the deﬁnition of isolated simple blow-up point,

















uiðzÞðqi1Þ ¼ OðR1þoð1Þi Þjz  xij1; for zASi: ð4:6Þ
Let us consider the second-order elliptic operator








 hiðzÞuiðzÞqi1 on @0S˜i ¼ @S˜i-@Rnþ:
8><>>:
Let 0pmpn  3 and E40: For zAS˜i;
Dðjz  xijm  Eznjz  xijm1Þ
¼ jz  xijm2 mðn  2 mÞ þ Eðmþ 1Þðn  1 mÞznjz  xij
 
and
Biðjz  xijm  Eznjz  xijm1Þ ¼ jz  xijm1fE hiðzÞuiðzÞqi1jz  xijg:
Using inequality (4.6) we can ﬁnd 0ori ¼ OðR1þoð1Þi Þ and 0oEi ¼ OðR1þoð1Þi Þ such
that for zA@0S˜i
Biðjz  xijri  Eijz  xijri1znÞX0;
Biðjz  xij2nþri  Eijz  xij1nþri znÞX0;
and for zAS˜i;
Dðjz  xijri  Ejz  xijri1znÞp0;
Dðjz  xij2nþri  Eijz  xij1nþri znÞp0:
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Consider the function jiðzÞ on S˜i deﬁned by
jiðzÞ ¼Miðjz  xijri  Eijz  xijri1znÞ
þ AuiðxiÞliðjz  xij2nþri  Eijz  xij1nþri znÞ  12 uiðzÞ;
where Mi ¼ max@00B1þðxiÞ uiðzÞ; li ¼ ðn  2 riÞðqi  1Þ  1; and A is a positive





On @00Bþ1 ðxiÞ we have
jiðzÞXMið1 EiznÞ  12 uiðzÞ412ðMi  uiðzÞÞX0:
On @00Bþri ðxiÞ; using inequality (4.5) and the deﬁnition of ri; we get
jiðzÞX 12 At1ðn2riÞðqi1Þi r2nþrii  12 uiðzÞ ¼ 21ðAtiR2nþrii  uiðzÞÞ
X 21ðAtiR2nþrii  CuiðxiÞR2ni Þ ¼ 21tiR2ni ½ARrii  C;
where C is a positive constant. Hence, taking A4C; we have j40 on @00Bþr ðxiÞ:
Therefore j40 on @00S˜i: Note that the operator ðD; BiÞ satisﬁes the maximum
principle because there exists a positive function ui satisfying Dui ¼ 0 in S˜i and
Biui ¼ 0 on @0S˜i: Therefore we have that j40 on S˜i: Using Lemma 4.1, the above














qi1ri þ CAtlii jyj2nþripCMiy
1
3 þ CAtlii jyj2nþri :




we have MipCtlii : Using again ji40 we have, for
ripjz  xijp1 ¼ r˜2;
1
2
uiðzÞoCtlii jz  xijri þ Atlii jz  xij2nþri
pCtlii jz  xij2nþri : &
Lemma 4.3. Let fuig be a sequence of functions that satisfy problem (4.1). Let xi-0
be an isolated simple blow-up point of ui: Then there exists some positive constant C
such that
uiðzÞXC1titðxÞ on Bþ1 ðxiÞ;
where x; t; and ti are as in Lemma 4.2.
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Proof. The inequality holds on Bþ3 riðxiÞ using Lemma 4.2. Let us consider the
function







3=2ðxiÞ\Bþri ðxiÞ: Then we get
Dji ¼ 0 in O ¼ Bþ3=2ðxiÞ\Bþri ðxiÞ;
jiðzÞo0 on @00O ¼ @O-Rnþ;
@ji
@Z
¼ hiðzÞuiðzÞqo0 on @0O ¼ @O-@Rnþ:
8>><>>:
By the maximum principle, the maximum p of ji belongs to @O: If pA@
0O then
@ji
@Z ðpÞ40 which is a contradiction. Therefore pA@00O and consequently jiðzÞo0 in O:
Hence for zAO;
uiðzÞ4C1R2ni rn2i tiðjz  xij2n  ð3=2Þ2nÞ:
For z with jz  xijp1; we have
jz  xij2n  ð3=2Þ2nXC1jz  xij2n
for some constant C140: Thus on Bþ1 ðxiÞ\Bþri ðxiÞ we have






This completes the proof of our Lemma 4.3. &
The following lemma has its roots in Rellich’s identity [R] and it is known as the
Pohozaev’s identity [P]. The proof is standard.
Lemma 4.4. Let u be a solution of the problem
Du ¼ 0 in Bþs ;
@u
@Z
¼ huq on @Bþs-@Rnþ ¼ @0Bþs ;
8<:
where 1oqp n
n2 and s40: ThenZ
@0Bþs
B0ðs; x; u;ruÞ þ
Z
@00Bþs
B00ðs; x; u;ruÞ ¼ 0;
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where
B0ðs; x; u;ruÞ ¼ n  2
2
huqþ1 þ ðx  ruÞhuq;












and @00Bþs ¼ @Bþs-Rnþ:





; and integrate by parts. &
Lemma 4.5. Let fuig be a sequence of functions that satisfy Eq. (4.1) in Bþs ; and let
yi-0A@0Bþs be an isolated simple blow-up point of ui: Let di ¼ nn2  qi; then di ¼
OðuiðyiÞðqi1Þþoð1ÞÞ; and therefore limi-N uiðyiÞdi ¼ 1:
Proof. Let d ¼ n





in Rn1: Then div X ¼ n  1: Let uðxÞ ¼
uiðx þ yiÞ and h ¼ hðx þ yiÞZ
@0Bþs
B0ðs; x; u;ruÞ ¼
Z
@0Bþs






















þ n  2








¼ dðn  2Þ
2













Using integration by parts again we obtainZ
@0Bþs











Using the last equality in the former expression we getZ
@0Bs
B0ðx; s; u;ruÞ ¼  ðn  2Þ
2d
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þ n  2






/X ; ZShuqþ1: ð4:7Þ
To estimate the ﬁrst integral on the right-hand side of equality (4.7) we assume that













































B00ðx; s; u;ruÞ  C2
Z
@0Bþs




In order to estimate the second integral on the right-hand side of the last inequality
we ﬁrst note thatZ
@0Bþs
X  rhuqiþ1













i ¼ oðtðqi1Þþðn2Þdii Þ: ð4:8Þ
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It is clear that Lemma 4.2 impliesZ
@Bn1s
/X ; ZShuqiþ1 ¼ Oðtðqiþ1Þþoð1Þi Þ:
Standard elliptic estimates imply thatZ
@00Bþs
B00ðs; x; u;ruÞ ¼ Oðt2þoð1Þi Þ:
Lemma 4.5 follows from the above estimates. &
The following proposition improve the estimates of Lemma 4.2.
Proposition 4.6. Let fuig be a sequence of functions that satisfy (4.1) with O ¼ Bþ2 and
let yi-0 be an isolated simple blow-up point. Then there exists some positive constant
C; such that
uiðyÞpCuiðyiÞ1jy  yij2n; for all jy  yijp1: ð4:9Þ
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume r˜o1
2
; where r˜ is as in the deﬁnition of
the simple blow-up point. First, suppose that jy  yijori: Let ti ¼ uiðyiÞ; then
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5 imply that
uiðyÞpCti l
t2i ðqi  1Þjy  yij2 þ t20
 !n2
2
pCt1i jy  yij2n:
Let eARnþ with jej ¼ 1 and set viðyÞ ¼ uiðyi þ eÞ1uiðyÞ: Then vi satisﬁes the
equations
Dvi ¼ 0 in Bþ2 ;
@vi
@Z
¼ hiuiðyi þ eÞqi1vqi on @0Bþ2 :
8<:
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By Lemma 4.2 uiðzÞpCtlii if jz  yij ¼ 1; and therefore uiðyi þ eÞ-0 when i-N: It
follows from Lemma 4.2 and standard elliptic theory that, after passing to a
subsequence, that fvig converges to a positive function vAC2ðBþ2 \f0gÞ; and v satisﬁes
Dv ¼ 0 in Bþ2 ;
@v
@Z
¼ 0 on @0Bþ2 \f0g:
8<:
Since 0 is an isolated blow-up point and limi-N r
1
qi1 %viðrÞ ¼ r2=n2 %vðrÞ; we conclude
that r2=n2 %vðrÞ is non-increasing for 0oror˜p%r; and therefore v has a singularity at
y ¼ 0: From here it follows that
vðyÞ ¼ Ajyj2n þ BðyÞ;
where A40 is some positive constant and BðyÞ is some regular harmonic function in
Bþ2 satisfying the Neumann boundary condition on @
0Bþ2 : Let us establish inequality
(4.9) for jy  yij ¼ 1: Suppose by contradiction that uiðyi þ eÞpCt1i does not hold.


































































which contradicts Eq. (4.10). So inequality (4.9) holds for jy  yij ¼ 1: Using Lemma
4.1 and inequality (4.9) for jy  yij ¼ 1; we get inequality (4.9) for r˜pjy  yijp1: In
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order to prove the inequality for ripjy  yijpr˜ we assume by contradiction that
there exists a subsequence y˜i satisfying ripjy˜i  yijpr˜; and
lim
i-N
uiðy˜iÞtijy˜i  yijn2 ¼N: ð4:11Þ
Let r˜i ¼ jy˜i  yij: The function u˜iðyÞ ¼ ðr˜iÞ
1
qi1uiðyi þ r˜iyÞ solves the problem
Du˜i ¼ 0 in Bþ2 ;
@u˜i
@Z
ðyÞ ¼ hiðyi þ riyÞu˜qiðyÞ on @0Bþ2 ;
8<:
and 0 is an isolated blow-up point for that sequence. It follows from the inequality
(4.9) for jy  yij ¼ 1 that u˜ið0Þu˜iðy˜iyir˜i ÞpC; which contradicts the limit (4.11). &
Lemma 4.7. Let fuig be a sequence of functions that satisfy problem (4.1). Let
fyigD@O-@Rnþ and yi-0 an isolated simple blow-up point of ui: Suppose that the
sequence fhig is bounded in C2ð@0Bþ%r ð0ÞÞ: Then






Proof. Let us deﬁne a cut off function fACNc ðB1ðyiÞÞ satisfying
fðxÞ ¼ 1 xABþ
1=4ðyiÞ;
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þ OðuiðyiÞ2Þ ¼ OðuiðyiÞ
2
n2Þ:
Therefore we get j@hi@xkðyiÞjpCðuiðyiÞ
 2
n2Þ; and hence our Lemma 4.7 follows. &
Theorem 4.8. Let yi-0A@0Bþ1 be an isolated blow-up point of ui; where ui is a solution
of problem (4.1). Then for n ¼ 3 or 4, yi-0 is an isolated simple blow-up point.
Proof. Assume that yi-0 is not an isolated simple blow-up point. Then there exist
sequences of positive numbers r˜i-0 and C˜i-N satisfying C˜iuiðyiÞðqi1Þpr˜i such
that, after passing to a subsequence, w0iðr˜iÞX0: Let us consider the functions tiðxÞ
and tðxÞ and RibC˜i as in Lemma 4.2. Let s ¼ tqi1i r where r ¼ jxj: Then for some











qi1 %tiðsÞÞp C1sn=2; sA½C; 3Ri:
The change of variables z ¼ yi þ tðqi1Þi x implies that
s
1
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Then @@rwiðrÞ ¼ @@sðs
1
q1%tiðsÞÞtqi1i o0; on Cuðqi1Þi prpRiuðqi1Þi ¼ ri: From the last
inequality and since w0iðr˜iÞX0 we have that r˜iXri and wi has at least one critical point
in ½ri; r˜i: Let mi be the smallest critical point of wi in this interval. Since r˜iXmiXri;
then limi-N mi ¼ 0: Now consider the function xiðxÞ ¼ m
1
qi1
i uiðmix þ yiÞ; deﬁned for
xABþ%r
mi
ð0Þ: Hence xi satisﬁes the problem
Dxi ¼ 0 in Bþ%r=mið0Þ;
@xi
@Z




Moreover 0 is a local maximum point of xi; limi-N ti ¼N; where xið0Þ ¼ ti and we
have the estimate xiðyÞp %Cjyj
1
qi1: From the equality
r
1
qi1 %xiðrÞ ¼ ðrmiÞ
1
qi1 %uiðrmiÞ ¼ wiðrmiÞ;
we get that r
1





qi1 %xiðrÞÞjr¼1 ¼ 0: ð4:13Þ
It follows that f0g is an isolated simple blow-up point of fxig:
Let *xiðyÞ ¼ tixiðyÞ; yABþ%r
mi
ðyiÞ: Then









Since 0 is a simple blow-up point of fxig we can apply Lemma (4.3) and Proposition
(4.6) and the Harnack inequality to get
C1t1i pxiðyÞpCt1i ; yA@00Bþ1 ð0Þ;
and *xiðyÞ bounded on compact sets of Rnþ\f0g: Therefore after passing to a
subsequence *xiðyÞ-kðyÞ; as i-N in C2locðRnþ\f0gÞ; and k satisﬁes
Dk ¼ 0; k40 in Rnþ;
@k
@Z
¼ 0 on @Rnþ\f0g;
8<:
and has the form kðxÞ ¼ Ajxj2n þ B where A40; BX0 are constants. Passing
to the limit in Eq. (4.13) we ﬁnd that 0 ¼ d
dr
ðrn22 %kðrÞÞjr¼1 ¼ n22 ðB  AÞ:
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Then kðxÞ ¼ Aðjxj2n þ 1Þ: Now we return to the functions xi and apply identity
(4.7) and Lemma 4.4 to ﬁndZ
@00Bþs
B00ðx; s; xi;rxiÞX cðnÞ1
di











where cðnÞ ¼ 2ðn1Þ
n2 ;
bhiðxÞ ¼ hiðmix þ yiÞ:
Using Taylor’s Theorem on the function rbhi we haveZ
@0Bþs
x  rbhixqiþ1i  ¼ Z
@0Bþs
x  rbhið0Þxqiþ1i þ m2i C Z
@0Bþs
jxj2xqiþ1i :
Using Lemma 4.7, Proposition 4.6 and inequality (4.8) we getZ
@0Bþs















Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5 imply thatZ
@0Bþri
jxj2xqiþ1i p
Ct2i for n ¼ 4;











The last inequality follows from the deﬁnition of ri: HenceZ
@Bþs
jxj2xqiþ1i p
Ct2i for n ¼ 4;
Ct3i þ Ct2i r1i for n ¼ 3:
(






x  rbhixqiþ1i ¼ 0:
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xqiþ1i ¼ Oðtðqiþ1Þi Þ:
Multiplying inequality (4.14) by t2i and taking the limit as i-N; we get when
n ¼ 3; 4 that Z
@00Bþs
B00ðx; s; k;rkÞX0:
On the other hand,Z
@00Bþs





















This is a contradiction and therefore the theorem holds when n ¼ 3; 4: &
In the next theorem we generalize our previous one to higher dimensions nX5: In
order to do that we need some hypotheses on the functions hi: First we introduce the
following notation.
Notation. We say that f ¼ O0ðjxjmÞ if f behaves like the function jxjm up to ﬁrst
order, i.e. there exists a constant C40 such that
C1jxjmpj f ðxÞjpCjxjm and C1jxjm1pjrf ðxÞjpCjxjm1:
The notation f ¼ o0ðjxjmÞ is deﬁned similarly.
Deﬁnition 4.9. A function h : B1ð0Þ-R satisﬁes condition ðmÞ if it has a Taylor
expansion
hðxÞ ¼ hð0Þ þ PmðxÞ þ RðxÞ for xAB1;
where PmðxÞ ¼ O0ðjxjmÞ and RðxÞ ¼ o0ðjxjmÞ:
Theorem 4.10. Let yi-0A@0Bþ1 be an isolated blow-up point of ui; where ui is a
solution of problem (4.1) with nX5: Assume that the functions hi satisfies condition
n  2 uniformly in i: Then yi-0 is an isolated simple blow-up point.
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Proof. Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.8 as to get inequality (4.14). In order to
do estimates on the term on the right-hand side of (4.14) we need the following






To prove the above claim use Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.6 and the same
argument to get inequality (4.8).
Now observe that if the function h satisﬁes condition ðn  2Þ then we can improve
the estimate in Lemma 4.7 and get






In order to see that proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.7 until the last line. Using the


















and this implies equality (4.15).
Using Taylor’s Theorem on the function rbhi we haveZ
@0Bþs
x  rbhixqiþ1i  ¼ Z
@0Bþs
x  rbhið0Þxqiþ1i þ Cmn2i Z
@0Bþs
jxjn2xqiþ1i :
Equality (4.15) and the above claim imply thatZ
@0Bþs
x  rbhið0Þxqiþ1i pCmjrhiðyiÞj Z
@0Bþs
jxjxqiþ1i pCmt2i :
Combining the last inequality and our claim we ﬁnd thatZ
@0Bþs
x  rbhixqiþ1i pCmt2i þ Cmn2t2i :
Thus multiplying inequality (4.14) by t2i and taking the limit as i-N we get thatZ
@00Bþs
B00ðx; s; k;rkÞX0:
As in the lower-dimensional case we ﬁndZ
@00Bþs




This is a contradiction and therefore Theorem 4.10 holds. &
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Remark. We can consider a more general hypothesis on the functions hi: In fact if
the sequence of function hi satisﬁes condition ðÞn2 as in [L] then Theorem 4.10
holds. We leave the details to the reader.
In order to prove that in certain situations there is at most one blow-up point we
need the following basic proposition.
Proposition 4.11. Given E40; R41; there exist positive constants d; C0; C1 such that if
u is a solution to problem (2.1) with qA½ n
n2 d; nn2; and max u4C0; then there exists
a finite set of points on @Bn; ft1; t2;y; tkg; which are local maxima of u such
that:













where t is as in Lemma 4.2.
(2) uðxÞpC1ðdistðx; ft1; t2;y; tkgÞÞ
1
q1; for all xABn:
Proof. In order to ﬁnd t1 we assume by contradiction that our proposition does not
hold. Therefore there exists a sequence of functions fuig solving problem (2.1) with
q ¼ qi and qi- nn2 and such that max ui ¼ uiðxiÞ-N with xiA@Bn: After a rotation
if necessary we can assume that xi is the same point t1: By a standard blow-up
argument (as in Lemma 4.2) we can rescale the functions ui and ﬁnd that they
satisfying inequality (4.16) which is a contradiction. If the inequality uðxÞpC1jx 
t1j
1




Rðuðt1ÞÞðq1Þ ðt1Þ: Then there exists a sequence of points fyig such that jyi 
t1j
1
q1uðyiÞ-N: Therefore uðyiÞ-N: We can replace this sequence by a sequence of
local maximum for ui and hence we apply the previous argument and ﬁnd the point
t2at1: This process stops after a ﬁnite number of steps because each ball
B
RðuðtiÞÞðq1Þ ðtiÞ-@Bn contributes a ﬁxed positive amount to
R
@Bn hu
qþ1 ds; and since
u and h are smooth functions the integral is ﬁnite. &
In the next theorem we show that there is at most one point of blow-up, which is
simple, in the three-dimensional case and give conditions on the function h to assert
that the same conclusion holds when nX4:
Theorem 4.12. Let u be a solution of problem (2.1) with nX3: If nX4 assume that for
each critical point P of h there exists a neighborhood of P such that the function h has a
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Taylor’s expansion satisfying condition ðmÞ with m4ðn  2Þ: Then k ¼ 1 in
Proposition 4.11.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. We assume that our theorem is not true.
Then there exists a sequence of functions ui solving problem (2.1) with q ¼ qi
and for each function ui there exists a ﬁnite number of local maxima points
fti1;y; tikigC@Bn given by Proposition 4.11, with kiX2: By relabelling the points
we may assume that the minimal distance among any of these points is equal
to the distance between ti1 and t
i
2: By using a rotation we can assume that t
i
1
is the point ð0;y; 0; 1Þ ¼ N: Using the coordinates given by the map S1;
deﬁned in Section 2, we think of the points til as points in @R
n
þ,N: Thus ti1 ¼ 0
and the jti2j is the minimal distance among the points til for 1plpki: We pull back
problem (2.1) to an equivalent problem in Rnþ using the map S
1: Observe that if ds2
denotes the Euclidean metric on Rnþ and dy
2 represents the Euclidean metric on Bn
we have
ðS1Þðdy2Þ ¼ ½2ðð1þ xnÞ2 þ j %xj2Þ2 ds2 ¼ F
4
n2 ds2:
The conformal invariance of problem (2.1) when q ¼ n
n2 implies that the function
viðxÞ ¼ ½2ðð1þ xnÞ2 þ j %xj2Þ
n2
2 uiðxÞ satisfy the problem
Dvi ¼ 0 in Rnþ;
@vi
@Z
¼ n  2
2




We perform a dilation to separate the points 0 and ti2 by a unit distance. Precisely we
deﬁne wiðxÞ ¼ jti2j
n2
2 viðjti2jxÞ: The dilated points Pil ¼ jti2j1til now satisfy that the
minimal distance among them is 1 ¼ jPi2j: The function wi satisﬁes the problem
Dwi ¼ 0 in Rnþ;
@wi
@Z























After passing to a subsequence we can assume that the sequence fPi2g-P2:
Therefore the points 0 and P2 are isolated blow-up points. If we do not have
the function Fd in the deﬁnition of hi then the proof proceed as follows: Propositions
(4.9) and (4.10) implies that they are isolated simple blow-up points. Let
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Q ¼ ð1
2
; 0;y; 0Þ: and deﬁne xiðxÞ ¼ ðwiðQÞÞ1wiðxÞ then we proceed as in the proof
of Theorem 4.8 and show that xi converges to a positive harmonic function kðxÞ
satisfying the Neumann condition and with poles in a discrete set of @Rnþ that
contains the points 0 and P2: Moreover the function kðxÞ ¼ Bjxj2n þ A þ H1ðxÞ on
a neighborhood of the origin, where H1 is a harmonic function satisfying the
Neumann condition and vanishing at the origin and A; B are positive constants.
Using the Pohozaev-type argument as in the proof of Theorems 4.8 and 4.10 we
reach a contradition becauseZ
@0Bþs
ðx  rhÞxqiþ1i ¼ oðt2i Þ:
This argument works in the three-dimensional case becauseZ
@0Bþs
ðx  r %hiÞxqiþ1i ¼ oðt2i Þ: ð4:17Þ
In dimensions nX4 we follow the same argument and the goal is to show that
equality (4.17) holds.
In order to do that we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 where we apply the









ðx  yiÞ  rhFduqiþ1i þ Cdi
Z
@0Bþs ðyiÞ
jx  yijuqiþ1i : ð4:18Þ
The ﬁrst integral on the right-hand side of inequality (4.18) can be estimated as
follows:Z
@0Bþs ðyiÞ









jx  yij jrhðxÞ  rhðyiÞjuqiþ1i : ð4:19Þ
A straightforward calculation using Taylor’s theorem and Ho¨lder’s inequality shows
that if A ¼ jrhðxÞ  rhðyiÞj then
Ap ðn  1Þ
X½m1
s¼2
jrshðyiÞj jx  yijs1
þ ðn  1Þ max
0ptp1
jr½mhðyi þ tðx  yiÞÞj jx  yij½m1
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jrhðyi þ tðx  yiÞÞj
m½m














m1Þm1ms þ ðjx  yijs1Þ
m1
s1 þ jx  yij½m1þ
m½m
m1
pCjrhðyiÞj þ Cjx  yijm1 þ Cjx  yij½m1þ
m½m
m1 : ð4:20Þ
Using this in inequality (4.19), and the result in inequality (4.18) we ﬁnd after using



















Now we redo the estimates in Lemma 4.7 on the set Bþ
1=4 with hi ¼ hF di : We argue as





















jrhðxÞ  rhðyiÞjFdi uqiþ1i :
Using similar argument as to get inequality (4.20) in the previous inequality yields
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Now we prove estimate (4.17). SinceZ
@0Bþs
ðx  r %hiÞxqiþ1i ¼
Z
@0Bþs
ðx  rhÞFdixqiþ1i þ di
Z
@0Bþs




ðx  rhÞxqiþ1i þ Cdi
Z
@0Bþs
jxjðh þ jrhjÞxqiþ1i :
The last inequality, inequalities (4.21) and (4.22) and the claim in Proposition (4.10)
implies estimate (4.17) and this ﬁnishes the proof of our Theorem 4.12. &
In the next theorem we give a criteria to assert that solutions to problem (2.1) are
in the space Na:
Proposition 4.13. Let u be a solution of problem (2.1) in Bn; nX3; with q near n
n2: If
nX4 assume that h satisfies condition ðmÞ with m4ðn  2Þ in a neighborhood of each
critical point of h: If maxBn u is sufficiently large, then EðuÞ is bounded and CðuÞu lies
in Na for a small (depending on maxBn u) where CðuÞ ¼ ðn2Þ2 sn1
 1=2
EðuÞ1=2:
Proof. Let u be a large solution of problem (2.1) with q near n
n2: From Proposition
4.12, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.8 follows that EðuÞ is bounded. Therefore the energy of
function CðuÞu is equal to Eð1Þ: Assume that our statement is not true. Then there
exists a sequence of functions ui solving Eq. (2.1) with q ¼ qi and limi-N qi ¼ nn2;
EðuiÞ ¼ Eð1Þ; limi-N maxBn ui ¼N; and jjui  1jjN2;pXE for i large enough. After a
rotation we can assume that the maxBn ui ¼ uiðNÞ where N is the North pole.
Consider the metrics F y ðu
4
n2
i dijÞ ¼ v
4
n2
i dij where vi ¼ aFyðuiÞ: with y such that
viðNÞ ¼ 1: The functions vi satisfy the equations
Dvi ¼ 0 in Bn;
@vi
@Z
þ n  2
2
vi ¼ n  2
2






Since uiðNÞ-N when i-N we get h 3 Fy goes to hðNÞ: Since there is one only one
blow-up point (which is simple) standard elliptic estimates imply that vi-V in the
C2-norm where V is a solution to the problem
DV ¼ 0 in Bn;
@V
@Z
þ n  2
2
V ¼ n  2
2
hðNÞV nn2 on @Bn:
8<:
A Theorem of Escobar [E] says that V ¼ aF ð1Þ where F : Bn-Bn is a conformal
map. Thus the functions vi-1 in the C
2-norm which is a contradiction. &
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5. Existence theorems on the three-dimensional Euclidean ball
In this section we prove stronger existence theorems when n ¼ 3: In order to do
that we let K be the set of positive harmonic functions deﬁned on Bn which are
smooth up to the boundary. Consider the mean curvature map H :K-CNð@B3Þ
given by
HðuÞ ¼ u2 þ 2u3 @u
@Z
:
Elliptic theory implies that H is a Fredholm map for suitable topologies on the
spaces. Therefore a generic function h will be a regular value ofH (see [Z, Lemma 8,
p. 319]). Since






we have that the index of H0 at u ¼ 1 is zero and so is H:
In the next lemma we give conditions on the function h under which the functional
J has non-degenerate critical points.
Lemma 5.1. Assume that h : @B3-Rþ satisfies that Dha0 at its critical points and is a
regular value of H: Then the set H1ðhÞ is finite, and the critical points of the
functional J :S-R are non-degenerate.
Proof. Let uAH1ðhÞ: Since H0ðuÞ is surjective and has zero index, then
it is bijective. By the inverse mapping theorem, H is a local diffeomorphism
at u; so H is discrete. Assume by contradiction that H1ðhÞ has an inﬁnite
number of elements. Let fuig be a sequence contained in H1ðhÞ: If fuig
is not uniformly bounded, then Proposition 4.13 asserts that the sequence fuig
has one simple blow-up point and consequently uiANa which contradicts
Theorem 3.13. Hence the sequence fuig is uniformly bounded. Thus there exists a
subsequence and a harmonic function uAH1ðhÞ such that ui-u in CNðB3Þ: This is
a contradiction.
Let u be a critical point of J and let j be such that




hu4E00ðuÞj2 ¼ 0: ð5:1Þ
Since H0ðuÞ is onto there exists v such that H0ðuÞv ¼ 2u2hj2: Hence
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The harmonicity of the functions u and v imply thatZ
@Bn
hu2j2 ¼ 2Eðu; vÞ:
If v is orthogonal to u in H1;2ðB3Þ; then j ¼ 0: If v ¼ bu then






Thus bu2 ¼ j2: Using this information in equality (5.1) we get a contra-
diction. &
In the next theorem we will assume that h is a regular value of H: For m ¼







ono1 and with Morse index m and Dm be the number of critical
points of h on @B3 at which Dho0 and at which the Morse index of h is m:
Theorem 5.2. Let h : @B3-Rþ be a regular value of H and a Morse function with




ð1ÞlmðCm þ DmÞ l ¼ 0; 1; 2;y








In particular the number of solutions of problem (2.1) with q ¼ 3 is bounded below by
NðhÞ where
NðhÞ ¼ j1 D0 þ D1j:
Proof. Let us consider the approximate equation (2.2) with qo3: Proposition 4.13
characterize the large solutions of equation (2.2). For q near 3 every bounded
sequence fuqg of solutions of problem (2.2) has a subsequence which converges to a
solution u of equation (2.2) with q ¼ 3: Lemma 5.1 implies that u is non-degenerate
critical point of J and hence for q near 3; uq is a non-degenerate critical point of Jq:
Conversely if u is a solution of (2.2) with q ¼ 3; since u is a non-degenerate critical
point of J; using the implicit function theorem we get that there is a sequence fuqg of
solutions of problem (2.2) with q near 3 and uq-u: By Theorem 3.13 the number of
large critical points of Jq of index m is Dm: It follows that Cm þ Dm is the number of
critical points of Jq with Morse index m: It is well known that for qo3; Jq satisﬁes
the Palais–Smale condition and hence the Morse inequalities holds for Jq: The
equalities follows because the number of critical points of Jq is ﬁnite. &
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In the next theorem we prove the existence of a solution to our problem when
n ¼ 3:
Theorem 5.3. Let h : @B3-Rþ be a Morse function with Dha0 at its critical points.
If D0  D1a1 there is at least one solution of problem (2.2). If D0  D141 there
exists a solution of problem (2.2) at which the Morse index of J is at most 1:
Proof. If h is a regular value of the operator H then the theorem follows from the
previous one. Assume that h is a singular value of the mapH: SinceH is Fredholm
we can ﬁnd a sequence of regular positive Morse functions h˘i convergent to h; and
such that h and h˘i have the same number of critical points with the same Morse
index. If D0  D1a1; then there is a solution of problem (2.2) with q ¼ 3 and h ¼ h˘i:
Because we have uniform bounds on our solutions we can pass to the limit and ﬁnd
a solution to problem (2.2). We denote by C˘m be the number of critical points of
J˘ðuÞ ¼ R@Bn h˘iu4 for which the Morse index of J˘ is m: If D0  D141; it follows from
1pðC˘1  C˘0Þ þ ðD1  D0Þ that C˘1  C˘040: Since the Morse index can only
decrease in the limit our statement follows. &
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